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Two-dimensional transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) are among the most exciting
materials of today. Their layered crystal structures result in unique and useful electronic, optical,
catalytic, and quantum properties. To realize the technological potential of TMDCs, methods
depositing uniform films of controlled thickness at low temperatures in a highly controllable,
scalable, and repeatable manner are needed. Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is a chemical gasphase thin film deposition method capable of meeting these challenges. In this review, the
applications evaluated for ALD TMDCs are systematically examined, including electronics and
optoelectonics, electrocatalysis and photocatalysis, energy storage, lubrication, plasmonics,
solar cells, and photonics. The review focuses on understanding the interplay between ALD
precursors and deposition conditions, the resulting film characteristics such as thickness,
crystallinity, and morphology, and ultimately device performance. Through rational choice of
precursors and conditions, ALD is observed to exhibit potential to meet the varying
requirements of widely different applications. Beyond the current state of ALD TMDCs, the
future prospects, opportunities, and challenges in different applications are discussed. The
authors hope that the review aids in bringing together experts in the fields of ALD, TMDCs,
and various applications to eventually realize industrial applications of ALD TMDCs.
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1. Introduction
Two-dimensional (2D) materials have rapidly emerged from obscurity to some of the most
actively studied materials within the last 15 years, although their history spans much longer.
The layered crystal structure of transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs), a prominent group
of 2D materials, was solved[1] in 1923 for naturally occurring semiconducting MoS 2, which
then gained industrial applications as a lubricant[2,3] and hydrodesulfurization (HDS) catalyst[4]
in the following decades. Most of the presently known TMDCs were found and characterized
by 1960s in their bulk form.[5,6] TMDC TiS2 was the cathode material in the first commercial
rechargeable lithium batteries in the 1970s,[7] although it was soon replaced by other materials.
Research on the fundamental properties and preparation of TMDC monolayers in solution
(1986),[8] on single-crystal substrates in ultra-high vacuum (2001),[9] and in an accessible way
using mechanical exfoliation[10] (2005) followed.
It was the discovery of graphene in 2004[11] with its ever expanding list of unique and exciting
properties, phenomena, and potential applications[12] that amassed broad attention to 2D
materials and resulted in the 2010 Nobel Prize in Physics awarded to Andre Geim and
Konstantin Novoselov. Tremendous efforts have been put towards synthesis and applications
of graphene, including the billion euro Graphene Flagship project funded by the European
Union.[13,14] Graphene is a semimetal, however, and the need to have semiconducting materials
for many crucial applications, in particular in electronics, has led researchers to search for other
2D materials.
The scientific community turned to TMDCs following breakthroughs in observation of unique
thickness-dependent properties,[15,16] monolayer synthesis using chemical vapor deposition
(CVD),[17,18] and demonstration of high-performance semiconductor devices[19–21] in 2010–
2013 (Figure 1). Indeed, in 2013 the number of scientific publications on TMDCs, in particular
MoS2, nearly tripled over 2012, and the strong growth has continued to date, fueled by advances
in synthesis, new devices, and exciting physical phenomena. The explosive growth in MoS 2
2

research has also expanded to other TMDCs,[22] resulting in yet new phenomena and potential
applications being found. [23–26]

Figure 1. Evolution of TMDC publications from 2000 to 2020 and selected highlights in
synthesis (dark blue) and applications (green). All of the values for 2020 are extrapolated
(linearly) for the full year based on the numbers obtained on 29 April 2020. The MoS 2 (TITLEABS-KEY: MoS2 AND molybdenum disulfide) and TMDC (similar search including all
layered TMDCs according to definition of Figure 2) numbers were searched using Scopus. The
numbers of ALD TMDC publications (multiplied by a factor of 100) are from Table 2 and 3.
References: Crystal structure solved,[1] used as lubricant,[2,3] used as HDS catalyst,[4] used as
battery cathode,[7] monolayer suspension,[8] bottom-up (MBE, molecular beam epitaxy)
monolayer,[9] high hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) activity,[27] monolayer gas sensor,[21] and
monolayer photodetector.[20] Figures reproduced (adapted) with permission. Exfoliated
monolayer:[10] Copyright 2005, National Academy of Sciences. First ALD TMDC films: [28]
Copyright 2004, Cambridge University Press. CVD Monolayer:[17] Copyright 2012, WILEY‐
VCH Verlag GmbH. ALD monolayer:[29] Copyright 2014, The Royal Society of Chemistry.
CVD heterostructures:[30] Copyright 2014, Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer
Nature. Broadening the material selection:[22] Copyright 2018, Macmillan Publishers Limited,
part of Springer Nature. Heterostructure-based memory:[31] Copyright 2018, Macmillan
Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature. Monolayer memtransistors: [32] Copyright 2018,
Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature. Monolayer biosensor:[33] Copyright
2013, American Chemical Society. Monolayer field-effect transistor (FET): [19] Copyright 2011,
Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature.
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It is now clear that TMDCs are remarkable in many ways. Their layered crystal structure gives
rise to fundamental physics not seen in three-dimensional (3D) materials, which enables novel
devices and applications.[25,26,32,34–36] The layered structure also gives TMDCs their highly
anisotropic properties, extremely high specific surface areas, possibility to intercalate different
species between the layers, and stability as ultrathin sheets down to three atomic layers thick.
The TMDC family contains dozens of different materials from semiconductors to semimetals,
metals, and even superconductors.[5,22,25,34]
However, TMDC research is still mostly in the early discovery stages and the investigations of
TMDCs largely continue using flakes produced by mechanical exfoliation of bulk crystals. [10,26]
Unfortunately, this method cannot be scaled up for practical applications. Therefore, it is
imperative to focus on techniques that can be used to deposit TMDC films of controllable
thickness on large areas as well as complex (nano)structures. Preparation of TMDCs at
reasonable cost requires deposition methods that are scalable, repeatable, and integrable into
production lines. Despite major improvements in CVD, including deposition of wafer-scale
monolayers using metal-organic CVD (MOCVD)[37,38] and controlled preparation of
heterostructures,[30,39] higher quality, increased control, and milder synthesis conditions still
need to be achieved for large-scale applications.
Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is an advanced method used for deposition of thin films of
various materials from gas phase precursors in a very controllable manner.[40–43] ALD has been
used in industrial production since the early 1980s and in the last two decades many new
industrial applications of ALD have emerged in different fields.[44–46] ALD is now one of the
leading thin film deposition techniques and has potential to enable industrial production of 2D
materials. The first example of a TMDC ALD process dates to 2004, [28] although in that case
only thick WS2 films were examined. Research on ultrathin ALD TMDCs began in 2014, [29]
and a few years later started to expand rapidly. At present, ALD of TMDCs is a very active and
rapidly growing field of research.
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Deposition of TMDCs by ALD and their optoelectronic applications reported up to November
2018 have been reviewed by the authors.[47] Furthermore, Hao et al.[48] have provided an
extensive review on ALD of 2D materials up to early 2018, whereas Huang et al.[49] have
reviewed deposition of MoS2 by ALD. In early 2020, Cai et al.[50] published another broad
review concerning deposition of 2D materials by ALD. The reader is referred to these reviews
for more detailed discussion on the ALD processes of 2D materials. In this review, we focus on
the application potential of the ALD TMDCs that has not yet been reviewed and emphasize the
connection between deposition chemistry, film properties, and performance in applications.
Due to the high activity in the rapidly advancing field of ALD TMDCs, a comprehensive table
on ALD processes of TMDCs up to August 2020 is also provided.
The review begins with a brief introduction to the TMDC family including their structures and
properties in Section 2. The concept of ALD is introduced in Section 3.1. We then discuss
specialties in applying ALD to 2D materials in Section 3.2, followed by evaluation of the main
strengths and challenges of ALD and its comparison to other TMDC deposition methods in
Section 3.3. In Section 3.4, deposition chemistry of ALD TMDCs is briefly discussed with
comprehensive tables provided. In Section 4, we discuss the evaluated applications of ALD
TMDCs. The applications are divided into electronics and optoelectronics (Section 4.1),
electrocatalysis and photocatalysis (Section 4.2), energy storage (Section 4.3), and other
applications (Section 4.4). The performance of ALD TMDCs in the most actively studied
applications is tabulated in each section for easy reference and comparison. We identify the
suitability of different thicknesses and levels of crystalline quality resulting from the use of
different precursors and deposition conditions for different applications. Throughout the section,
the performance of ALD TMDCs is compared to the TMDC literature and opportunities and
challenges for ALD in different applications are discussed. Finally, in Section 5, we summarize
the most important observations and general trends to date and discuss future outlook and
possible new areas for ALD TMDCs.
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2. The Two-Dimensional Metal Dichalcogenide Family
The TMDC family contains some 70 unique MX2 (M = transition metal or Sn; X = S, Se, Te)
compositions, of which approximately half have a layered structure (Figure 2a,b).[5,25,34] The
layered TMDCs form infinite chalcogen-metal-chalcogen layers that are held together with
covalent bonds. One such three-atom (~6 Å) thick unit is commonly denoted a monolayer (ML).
There are only weak van der Waals (vdW) forces between two MLs and the space between
them is commonly called a vdW gap. Although ALD studies have so far focused on only a
handful of TMDCs (marked in Figure 2b), we give a brief overview of all 2D TMDCs in this
section in hopes to stimulate ALD studies on a broader selection of TMDC materials.

Figure 2. a) Layered structure of TMDCs exemplified by the 1T phase and terminology used
to describe the structure. b) Periodic table highlighting metals that form layered TMDCs (MS 2,
MSe2, and MTe2 in different colors). Dark blue shading corresponds to metals forming typical
layered TMDCs with M4+ and X2– ions, while light blue corresponds to partially layered
structures containing M2+ or M3+ ions. TMDCs deposited by ALD are marked with an x. c) Top
(top row) and side (bottom row) views of crystal structures of the different TMDC phases and
examples of materials crystallizing in each structure. Metastable phases are written in italic.
The structures were drawn with VESTA[51] using data from the Inorganic Crystal Structure
Database.[52]
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First of all, although all of the transition metals from groups 4 to 10 and even some group 11
(Cu) and 12 (Zn, Cd) metals form MX2 compounds (X = S, Se, Te),[5,53] not all of them are
layered (2D). The metals shaded blue (a main group metal Sn is also included as it forms similar
layered compounds) in Figure 2b form “typical” layered TMDCs with oxidation states of the
metal and chalcogen ions of +4 and −2, respectively. PdS2 and PdSe2 crystallize in an
orthorhombic layered structure containing Pd2+ and S22– ions that is very different to all other
TMDCs (Figure 2c).[54] The ditellurides of the late transition metals (shaded light blue) exhibit
some Te-Te bonding between the layers due to the average M and Te oxidation states ranging
from +2 to +3 and –1 to –1.5, respectively.[53] Therefore, these ditellurides can be considered
borderline 2D/3D materials. To the best of our knowledge, TMDCs not shaded in Figure 2b
crystallize in three-dimensional structures.[5,6,55]
TMDCs can crystallize in a variety of related layered structures (Figure 2c). The most common
TMDC phases are the hexagonal 2H phase with trigonal prismatic coordination, and the trigonal
1T phase with octahedral coordination around the metal. Distorted variants of the 1T structure
include the monoclinic, orthorhombic, and triclinic phases, which are here denoted 1T’, T d, and
1T’-ReS2, respectively. Unfortunately, in the literature all of these are often denoted 1T’.
Different stacking arrangements (polytypes), such as the rhombohedral 3R phase can also form
– although obviously only in films thicker than a single ML.
Electronically, TMDCs exhibit diverse characteristics. Group 4 sulfides and selenides that
crystallize in the 1T phase are semiconducting,[56,57] with a possible exception of TiS2, the
nature of which is still debated in the literature.[58] Group 4 tellurides (1T) and all group 5
TMDCs are metallic or semimetallic.[36,56,59,60] Group 5 sulfides and selenides exhibit either the
1T, 2H, or 3R phases depending on the metal and preparation conditions, whereas the group 5
tellurides usually adopt the the 1T’ phase. [36,60,61] Many of the group 5 TMDCs also exhibit
special charge density wave (CDW) phases,[36,60] and some are superconducting at relatively
low temperatures (<10 K).[36]
7

Group 6 TMDCs (excluding WTe2) in the thermodynamically stable 2H phase are
semiconducting with indirect (optical) band gaps of 1.1–1.4 eV in bulk form and direct band
gaps of 1.6–2.0 eV as monolayers.[16,25,26,62] In contrast, their metastable 1T’ phases are
(semi)metallic (the often claimed 1T phase tends to spontaneously transform to 1T’). [25,26,63,64]
The stable Td-WTe2 has been suggested to be a topological semimetal.[65] The triclinic 1T’ReS2 structure is characteristic to the semiconducting disulfides and diselenides of group 7
elements Re and radioactive Tc.[66,67] PtS2, PtSe2, SnS2, and SnSe2 crystallize in the 1T phase
and are semiconducting in bulk except for the semimetallic PtSe2.[25,56,68,69] A more detailed
survey of the properties of different TMDC materials and phases can be found in Ref. [70]
Thickness or the number of MLs affects the properties of TMDCs, especially at thicknesses
below 5 MLs. For example, the band gaps of the semiconducting group 6 TMDCs are indirect
in bulk but become direct in the monolayer form while also increasing in magnitude.[16,25,26,62]
The thickness-dependency results from the interactions between the MLs. For ReS 2, the
interlayer coupling is weak compared to group 6 TMDCs. Therefore, the direct band gap of
ReS2 is almost unchanged from bulk to a monolayer (Figure 3a).[71] ReS2 may thus be viewed
as an “ideal” 2D material, where individual monolayers act as individual 2D layers even in bulk
material. On the other hand, PtS2 displays much stronger interlayer coupling: the small optical
band gap of bulk PtS2 of 0.25 eV increases to approximately 1.0 eV for 5 ML and as large as
1.6 eV for a single ML.[72]
When several structures are possible for a given material, controlling the structure during
synthesis or use opens an avenue for controlling its properties. [35] For example, for MoTe2 the
semimetallic 1T’ phase is a high-temperature phase, whereas the semiconducting 2H phase is
observed at lower temperatures or after slow cooling.[73] The orthorhombic Td phase that
exhibits exciting topological and superconducting phenomena can be obtained by cooling the
1T’ phase rapidly below 250 K.[74] In other cases, phase transitions may be induced by pressure,
strain, chemical treatments, light, and electric or magnetic fields.[35,75,76]
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Figure 3. a) Photoluminescence peak position (optical band gap) of ReS 2 and some group 6
TMDCs as a function of thickness (number of layers). b) Plan-view high-angle annular darkfield scanning transmission electron microscope (HAADF-STEM) image of a quaternary
MoxW1-xS2ySe2(1-y) monolayer alloy with different atoms shown in different colors. c) Raman
map (MoS2 and WS2 shown in red and blue) and d) plan-view HAADF-STEM image and
intensity profile of an atomically sharp MoS2/WS2 lateral heterostructure. e) Cross-sectional
HAADF-STEM image of a vertical WS2/MoS2/MoSe2 heterostructure (layers listed from
bottom/substrate to top). a) Reproduced with permission. [71] Copyright 2014, Macmillan
Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature. b) Adapted with permission. [77] Copyright 2017,
WILEY‐VCH Verlag GmbH. c,d) Adapted with permission.[39] Copyright 2018, Macmillan
Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature. e) Reproduced with permission.[78] Copyright 2017,
Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature.
Due to the similar crystal structures of layered TMDCs, alloying easily occurs and can be used
to tune their properties (Figure 3b). For example, quaternary Mo xW1−xS2ySe2(1−y) alloys enable
band gap tuning from 1.6 to 2.0 eV in the monolayer form.[77] Mixing 2H-MoTe2 and 1T’-WTe2
into a ternary Mo1−xWxTe2 alloy results in a phase transformation at x = 0.08 accompanied by
a semiconductor-semimetal transition.[79] Substitutional doping as well as chemical doping by
surface adsorbants are also promising methods to modify the properties of TMDCs. [80,81]
TMDCs – and other 2D materials – may be combined together to form heterostructures, either
vertically or laterally.[82–86] Growth of a TMDC from an edge of another TMDC crystal forms
a lateral (in-plane) heterostructure with ideally an atomically sharp, seamless junction (Figure
3c–d). In vertical heterostructures, (a few) monolayers of different TMDCs are grown or
transferred on top of each other (Figure 3e). The interlayer interactions between the MLs of
different materials separated by vdW gaps modify the properties of the heterostructures.[87]
Considering the large variety of properties displayed by TMDCs and other 2D materials,
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heterostructures enable formation of high-quality metal-insulator, metal-semiconductor, and pn junctions, among others, offering great potential for both conventional and novel devices.
Due to the layered crystal structure, TMDCs display large anisotropicity between the in-plane
and out-of-plane properties. For example, the in-plane electrical and thermal conductivities of
MoS2 are approximately 1000 and 50 times larger, respectively, compared to the out-of-plane
direction.[88,89] The anisotropicity enables tuning properties of TMDC films by their
morphology. The anisotropicity is also displayed in reactivity of TMDCs, which is important
for their growth and applications, as well as ambient stability. TMDCs, especially in the
monolayer form, expose a very large portion of their atoms on the surface. The lack of dangling
bonds stabilizes the basal planes of TMDCs in ambient conditions so that oxidation and other
reactions preferentially occur at defect and edge sites. Therefore, the stability of TMDCs – as
well as their performance in applications – is highly dependent on their morphology and quality,
and therefore preparation conditions.[90–93]
High-quality MoS2 monolayers have been reported to be stable in the atmosphere for at least
18 months.[94] Typically, the tendency toward oxidation increases when going from sulfides to
selenides and tellurides, and, in many cases, when going down a group of metals (e.g. from Mo
to W and from Ti to Hf).[93,95] Group 4 and 5 TMDCs appear to oxidize on the surface within
minutes to hours in air.[95–98] Encapsulation with polymers, transferred flakes of hBN, and ALDgrown oxide layers has been found effective in protecting TMDCs from oxidation in the
atmosphere.[93]
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3. Atomic Layer Deposition of Two-Dimensional Metal Dichalcogenides
3.1. Concept of Atomic Layer Deposition
ALD is a gas-phase thin film deposition technique. Often considered an advanced modification
of CVD, ALD relies on spatially or temporally separated, saturative surface reactions of gasphase precursors.[40–44] Once pulsed onto the surface, the first (metal) precursor adsorbs and
reacts with the surface groups (e.g. –SH) until all of the available reaction sites are consumed
or sterically blocked by neighboring precursor molecules (step i in Figure 4a). The excess
precursor and reaction byproducts are then purged or pumped away (step ii). Next, the second
(nonmetal) precursor is pulsed to replace the remaining ligands of the first precursor with
reactive groups that contain the nonmetal element of the film (e.g. –SH, step iii). After the
second purge/pump step (step iv), the ALD cycle is started again and repeated as many times
as needed to reach the desired film thickness.

Figure 4. a) Schematic, simplified illustration of an ALD cycle for SnS 2 using Sn(OAc)4 (OAc
= acetato) and H2S as precursors. ALD growth characteristics of the same SnS2 process with
varying b) precursor pulses, c) nitrogen purges, and d) number of ALD cycles. Examples of the
e) excellent large-area uniformity (thickness between 1.9 to 2.4 nm on a 300 mm wafer) and f)
conformality (thickness 1.4 to 1.7 nm on nanoscale trenches) of ALD WS 2 films. b–d)
Reproduced with permission.[99] Copyright 2018, WILEY‐VCH Verlag GmbH. e) Reproduced
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with permission.[100] Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society. f) Reproduced with
permission.[111] Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society.
Even though ALD films are often considered to grow layer-by-layer, in most cases each cycle
deposits less than a monolayer of the film material. Experimentally, the saturative nature of the
surface reactions is usually verified by increasing the precursor dose (pulse length), which
should lead to a constant, saturated growth rate (also denoted growth per cycle) once a sufficient
precursor dose is supplied (Figure 4b). In a similar manner, the length of purge or evacuation
steps is increased until a constant growth rate is reached, which indicates complete removal of
precursors and byproducts from the reactor (Figure 4c). This saturative behavior is a
prerequisite for the excellent characteristics of ALD and should thus be studied for each
precursor combination. The growth rate can, however, vary with the reaction temperature due
to changes in reactivity, density of reactive sites, and growth mechanisms – or non-idealities
such as precursor decomposition and condensation. In many cases, films deposited at low
temperatures are amorphous and crystallization occurs when the deposition temperature is
increased. Crystallization can affect the growth behavior and rate – not the least in the case of
2D materials due to their unique crystal structures.
The self-limiting, alternating nature of surface reactions gives ALD its unique advantages:
excellent reproducibility, accurate control of thickness (Figure 4d) and composition, good
scalability, and unbeatable uniformity (Figure 4e) and conformality (Figure 4f) on both large
and complex shaped substrates. ALD reactions usually proceed at relatively low temperatures,
from room temperature up to about 500 C, which enables use of ALD in different
applications.[44–46] The success of ALD relies on identifying precursors that fulfill a strict set of
requirements including volatility, thermal stability, and reactivity. [40,41] Most research on ALD
chemistry has focused on tuning the properties of the metal precursors through the use of
different ligands, whereas simple hydrides, such as H 2O and H2S are often used as non-metal
precursors (also called reactants).[101–103] Nevertheless, more complicated molecules, such as
12

alkylsilyl compounds of selenium and tellurium as well as plasma-activated reactants are
increasingly used to improve film properties and access new film compositions. [104–107]

3.2. Specialties in the Atomic Layer Deposition of Two-Dimensional Materials
Although ALD is often used to deposit ultrathin films, the extreme thinness and anisotropy of
TMDCs means that adjustments to the common ALD picture are necessary. The growth
behavior and mechanisms during the ALD of 2D materials may be expected to differ from the
growth of conventional materials with 3D crystal structures.
It is important to keep in mind, especially for TMDC films only a (few) monolayer(s) thick,
that during the first ALD cycles the film growth occurs on the substrate (part i in Figure 5a),
which can lead to a different growth rate and mechanism compared to the film-on-film growth
during later ALD cycles.[108] The nucleation phase has a strong effect on film characteristics,
such as grain size, as will be discussed below. Even though ALD excels in film thickness control,
it may be difficult to obtain films without local thickness variations of a few monolayers
between adjacent crystallites (ii). Thickness variations may arise, for example, from different
orientations of the crystallites, which can affect the growth rate, or local variations in nucleation
delay. Such variation can be detrimental when aiming for few layer or even monolayer TMDC
films of uniform thickness.
It seems naïve to think that the 2D materials would always grow in a perfect layer-by-layer
manner by ALD – especially because the growth per cycle values are often one or even two
orders of magnitude lower compared to a TMDC monolayer thickness. The edges of TMDC
crystals are reactive (iii), whereas the basal planes should be rather inert toward precursors (iv)
except for defect sites (v). Anisotropic growth mainly occurring on the edges of TMDC crystals
may explain the low growth rates and high lateral grain sizes of TMDCs that are usually larger
compared to ALD films of most other materials at similar thicknesses. Defects on basal planes
may contribute to local thickness variations. If the basal planes were perfectly inert and oriented
13

parallel to the substrate, the anisotropic reactivity would result in very smooth and uniform
films as is indeed sometimes observed for very thin ALD TMDC films of only a few MLs in
thickness.
It is not clear how additional TMDC monolayers form on top of the first one, but this does occur
in most of the ALD TMDC processes excluding some processes operating at very high
temperatures. One possibility is that vdW interactions may allow precursors to adsorb on the
basal planes.[109] Another open question is the importance or even existence of –XH (X = S, Se,
Te) surface groups in the growth of TMDCs (on the edges or even on basal planes) analogous
to –OH groups in the ALD of oxides (vi), as the former appear to be much more unstable. [4]
Enhancing the inertness of the basal planes and therefore inhibiting growth of additional layers
on top may be an interesting approach to yield uniform monolayer ALD TMDC films, which
so far has been challenging.
Diffusion processes, on the surface and even in the “bulk” of the TMDC films, can aid in placing
the TMDC constituent atoms into correct sites of the layered structure. For example, atoms may
end up in “incorrect” sites if a metal precursor adsorbs onto a chalcogen vacancy, or even on
top of a chalcogen-terminated TMDC monolayer (vii). Surface diffusion has been shown to be
especially important when growing mobile materials on inert surfaces, for example ALD Pt on
graphene.[110] A complete TMDC monolayer may also be regarded as an inert material.
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Figure 5. a) Schematic illustration of some specialties in ALD of TMDCs: i) precursor
chemisorption onto substrate, ii) local thickness variations, iii) chemisorption onto TMDC
edges, iv) possible (lack of) chemisorption on basal planes, v) chemisorption onto defects, vi)
possible existence of reactive groups on the basal planes, vii) surface diffusion, viii) grain
boundary, ix) effect of substrate structure, and x) bonding between the film and substrate. b)
Plan-view transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM)
images illustrating increase of grain size of ALD WS2 by decrease of nucleation density, which
was achieved by changing the substrate and deposition conditions. Reproduced with
permission.[111] Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society. c) Schematic and d) crosssectional TEM image of formation of randomly oriented MoS 2 flakes with increasing film
thickness (OoPO = out-of-plane oriented). Reproduced with permission.[105] Copyright 2018,
Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Compared to the most common ALD materials, oxides, cation diffusion in ALD sulfides has
generally been observed to be much faster. Thus, even bulk and grain boundary diffusion
processes may become important in ALD of TMDCs. One reason for this may be the often
lower melting points of chalcogenides compared to oxides, which increases diffusion rates if
the temperature is kept constant.[112–114] Because an increase of temperature increases diffusion
rates as well as the reactivity of precursors, it can be postulated that the deposition temperature
should be as high as allowed by the precursors and underlying layers to facilitate formation of
high-quality TMDCs. Also, it may be easier to deposit high-quality films of TMDC materials
with low melting points such as SnS2 (melting point 865 °C) compared to the TMDCs of
refractory metals, such as MoS2 (melting point 1750 °C).
Diffusion processes offer a possible route to control (increase) the grain size, which is an
important topic in TMDC research due to the often detrimental effects of grain boundaries (viii).
Nucleation density also affects the grain size. Typically, in ALD it is preferred to have as high
a nucleation density as possible in order to obtain a closed film at a small thickness. On the
contrary, in the 2D CVD community, very low nucleation densities are sought for in order to
obtain large grain sizes.[115–117] In an extreme, and perhaps the ideal case, a nucleation density
as low as one nuclei per substrate has been achieved using CVD.[115] However, rapid lateral
growth and suppression of vertical growth are then required in order to form thin continuous
films. Whether this approach can be applied to ALD-like conditions in a practical manner
remains to be seen.
Some of the first studies on nucleation and diffusion control have shown up to an order of
magnitude increase in the grain size of ALD TMDCs by decreasing the nucleation density and
promoting diffusion (Figure 5b).[111,118,119] As a trade-off, however, the formation of
a continuous film is then delayed and the thickness variations between adjacent crystallites may
become more pronounced. Another approach could be to passivate the substrate surface perhaps
followed by formation of nucleation sites only in controlled locations (partial passivation has
16

already been shown to increase grain size of MoS 2).[118] However, this approach might suffer
from difficulties in defect-free passivation similar to most of the existing area-selective ALD
processes,[120,121] and would ideally still require hindering of vertical growth. Recently, first
investigations into area-selective ALD of TMDCs based on both inherent material
selectivity[122–124] and area-selective passivation[121,125] have been reported, although these
studies have not focused on increasing the grain size. Nevertheless, it is clear that controlling
nucleation and diffusion is a powerful approach to tailor growth of ALD TMDCs that should
be further examined.
The substrate always plays an important role in ALD and is particularly important for 2D
materials (ix).[99,111,123,126–128] The substrate affects the nucleation, diffusion, and crystallite
orientation, for example. In epitaxial films, all of the nuclei ideally orient in the same way due
to the matching structures of the film and substrate, which allows the growing nuclei to
eventually merge together into a large monocrystalline film. For 2D materials, a special case of
epitaxy called van der Waals (vdW) epitaxy is possible, which circumvents many limitations
of conventional epitaxy including the need of precisely matching structures and lattice
parameters.[129,130] The possibility of vdW epitaxy of ALD TMDCs has been presented, but
needs further improvement to fully utilize its potential.[126,128,131]
One important issue related to the substrate is whether the ALD-grown TMDCs bond covalently
to the substrate (x). In an ideal case, an interface with only vdW bonds between the film and
the substrate would be formed. However, with typical substrates that contain dangling bonds,
such as SiO2, formation of covalent bonds and therefore an interlayer between the substrate and
TMDC seems likely and is also supported by theoretical studies. [132,133]
All of the abovementioned factors affect the resulting morphology of ALD TMDC films.
Furthermore, it is often observed that in the beginning of the film growth, very thin ALD TMDC
films are smooth. In thicker films, however, grains start to grow at random angles with respect
to the substrate, which results in rough films. For some MoS 2 and WS2 PEALD processes, the
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randomly oriented flakes have been observed to originate from grain boundaries that form upon
coalescence of initially formed nuclei (Figure 5c,d).[105,107] Interestingly, it has been shown that
such randomly oriented flakes can be suppressed by additional H2 or Ar plasma steps.[107]
The discussion above mostly concerns deposition of crystalline TMDCs. However, as will be
discussed later, many ALD TMDCs are amorphous as-deposited and may be of non-ideal
stoichiometry. Deposition of amorphous TMDC films can be more straightforward, as it avoids
the effects of their unique crystal structures on the growth behavior. While amorphous TMDC
films are sometimes preferred for some applications, in many cases post-deposition annealing
is used to crystallize the films. It appears that deposition of amorphous films followed by postdeposition crystallization is a promising approach to obtain smooth, crystalline films. [99,134,135]
Furthermore, the grain size may then be controlled by the annealing step instead of the first
ALD cycles. Conversion of other ALD-grown materials, such as oxides, to TMDCs also
bypasses many of the unique challenges related to the deposition of crystalline TMDCs, but
often requires high temperatures.

3.3. Comparison of Atomic Layer Deposition to Other Methods
For practical industrial applications, TMDCs need to be deposited uniformly on large substrates
as continuous, high quality films of accurately controlled thickness. The deposition conditions,
especially temperature, have to be compatible with the target substrates and device structures,
and the processes should ideally be easily scalable.[136,137] Large selection of materials and
ability to tune film properties and growth conditions are additional assets toward use in different
applications that benefit from different materials, film thicknesses, morphologies, defect
densities, and so forth. Ultimately, the choice of the deposition method comes down to the
requirements set by a particular application, and it is unlikely that a single method ideal for all
applications can be found.
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In order to place ALD into context, we compare ALD to other methods used to deposit TMDCs
(Figure 6 and Table 1). The investigations into TMDCs began and largely continue using
mechanical exfoliation (Figure 6c) of bulk crystals.[10,26] Unfortunately, mechanical exfoliation
cannot be scaled up. Another top-down method, liquid exfoliation is scalable, but tends to result
in ill-defined films when the exfoliated flakes are deposited onto a substrate.[26,138] Herein, we
focus on bottom-up gas-phase methods used to grow TMDCs, which offer the highest level of
control.

Figure 6. a–g) Illustration of different methods used to deposit TMDCs from gas phase and
microscope images of representative films produced (optical microscopy in a) and c); plan-view
TEM in b), cross-sectional TEM in d–g). Mechanical exfoliation is shown for comparison. h)
Popularity of selected methods in deposition of TMDCs. For comparison, the total number of
publications on TMDCs and ALD are also shown. The numbers refer to publications in 2019.
The values for 2020 are extrapolated based on the numbers obtained using Scopus on 29 April
2020. a) Optical image: Reproduced with permission.[139] Copyright 2014, American Chemical
Society. a,b,e) Schematics: Reproduced with permission.[25] Copyright 2017, Macmillan
Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature. b) TEM image: Reproduced with permission. [37]
Copyright 2015, Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature. c) Optical image:
Reproduced with permission.[20] Copyright 2013, Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of
Springer Nature. c,f,g) Schematics: Reproduced with permission.[26] Copyright 2018, The
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Royal Society of Chemistry. d) TEM image: Reproduced with permission. [18] Copyright 2012,
WILEY‐VCH Verlag GmbH. Schematic: Reproduced with permission.[140] Copyright 2016,
Elsevier. e) TEM image: Reproduced with permission.[141] Copyright 2016, The Japan Society
of Applied Physics. f) TEM image: Reproduced with permission.[142] Copyright 2016,
American Chemical Society. g) TEM image: Reproduced with permission. [143] Copyright 2014,
AIP Publishing.
Oxide powder precursor CVD employing solid MO3 (M = Mo, W) and elemental X (X = S, Se,
Te) precursors is one of the most commonly used TMDC deposition methods. This method, for
which different names are used in the literature, can produce large single crystals up to hundreds
of micrometers in width. However, continuous films are difficult to obtain, and high
temperatures of 600–1000 °C are required for oxide powder precursor CVD (Figure 6a). Use
of halide or metal-organic precursors in CVD allows for improved scalability for wafer-scale
deposition and often lower deposition temperatures compared to oxide precursors, even below
500 °C, although the best films are deposited at temperatures closer to 1000 °C. In addition, the
grain size of the resulting films tends to be smaller compared to the oxide powder precursor
CVD (Figure 6b). Chalcogenization of metal or metal oxide “precursor“ films deposited using
methods such as ALD, CVD, evaporation, or sputtering, is another common method, which
requires high temperatures similar to CVD and results in nanocrystalline films (Figure 6d). We
will include chalcogenized ALD films in discussions throughout this review.
Different physical vapor deposition (PVD) techniques have also been applied to the growth of
TMDCs. These methods typically use MX2 compounds or elemental M and X as precursors.
Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) has been used to grow films of several selenides and tellurides
rarely deposited by other methods, whereas MBE-grown sulfides are less common. MBE
requires expensive ultra-high vacuum (UHV) equipment, but it can be scaled up. MBE produces
high quality films with a good control over film thickness and composition – especially when
a suitable single crystal substrate allowing epitaxial growth is used (Figure 6e). Pulsed laser
deposition (PLD) has also been used to grow selected TMDC materials (Figure 6f). Sputtering
is a widely used thin film deposition method and can be scaled up to very large substrates,
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although its use for TMDCs is still in its infancy (Figure 6g). More rarely, reactive evaporation
of metals at approximately 500 °C in high vacuum under a chalcogen atmosphere [144–146] or
physical vapor transport (PVT) of MX2 powders evaporated at 900–1200 °C in low vacuum or
atmospheric pressure[147,148] have been used. Both of these methods have been mainly used to
prepare monolayer islands and they do not seem to offer obvious benefits over oxide powder
precursor CVD, for example.
Compared to the other methods, some of the main assets of ALD are its scalability and ability
to produce uniform and continuous films on large areas – even if deposition of a monolayer
ALD TMDC film is no trivial task. ALD can be scaled up for industrial use in a straightforward
manner, which is very difficult for the oxide powder precursor CVD due to its sensitivity to the
precursor doses that are usually poorly and irreproducibly controlled,[149] not to mention
mechanical exfoliation. The relatively low temperatures in ALD are also highly advantageous
regarding both cost and process compatibility. The excellent conformality of ALD further
broadens the scope of possible applications and substrates to be coated. In contrast, PVD
methods cannot usually coat nanostructured substrates, which are increasingly used in different
applications from electronics to energy storage and energy production. The facile composition
control of ALD enables deposition of solid solutions as well as heterostructures of TMDCs.
Supported by the ability to deposit films from a (few) monolayer(s) to tens of nanometers thick
with only a change of the number of ALD cycles, it is clear that flexibility is one of the main
advantages of ALD. The flexibility can also be observed from the wide range of possible
applications already explored for ALD TMDCs. In many cases, ALD TMDCs have shown
performance comparable to some of the best films deposited using other methods as will be
discussed in this review. However, at present ALD is not able to match CVD in deposition of
monolayer flakes and films with large grain sizes.
It is interesting to note that the use of ALD for the deposition of TMDCs currently seems to be
on a similar level with PLD and MBE, each accounting for approximately 0.6% of TMDC
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papers published in 2019. In comparison, approximately ten times more papers were published
using CVD-grown TMDCs (Figure 6h; the CVD number also includes many publications on
chalcogenization). Although in this respect ALD currently seems to be lagging behind CVD, it
will be interesting to see how the numbers evolve as a large portion of the CVD papers use
oxide powder precursors that seem unlikely to make it from labs to production.
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Table 1. Comparison of ALD and other methods used to deposit TMDC flakes and films (methods producing dispersions etc. are excluded, see
Refs. [26,150,151]). Methods are evaluated on a three-point “poor-fair-high” scale. GS = grain size.
ALD

Mechanical
exfoliation

Oxide powder
precursor CVD

Typical
conditions

T = 50–500 C
p ≈ 1 mbar N2

(Inert) ambient
conditions

Quality (grain
size)

Poor to Fair
(amorphous to
~100 nm GS)

High (depends on
bulk crystal,
GS ≈ 10 m)

Continuity

Sputtering, PLD

MBE

T = 600–1000 C
T = 400–1000 C
T = 600–1000 C
p ≈ 1–1000 mbar N2/Ar p ≈ 1–1000 mbar N2/Ar p ≈ 1–1000 mbar N2/Ar
(+ H2)
(+ H2)
+ S/Se/Te

T = 400–800 C
p ≈ 10−4–10−7 (PLD), 10−2
mbar (sputt.)

T = 200–800 C
p ≈ 10−7–10−10 mbar

High (GS ≈ 1–100 m)

Fair to High
(GS ≈ 10 nm –10 m)

Poor to Fair (GS <10–
100 nm)

Fair (GS ≈ 10–100 nm)

Fair to High (GS ≈ 10–
100 nm, often
epitaxial)

Fair to High
Poor (flakes)
(monolayer difficult)

Fair (possible in a
limited area)

High

Fair (monolayer
difficult)

High

Fair (monolayer
difficult)

Uniformity

High

Poor

Poor

High

Fair to High

Fair to High

Fair to High

Scalability

High

Poor

Poor

High

High

Fair to High

Fair

Thickness
control

High

Poor

Fair

Fair

High

High

High

Conformality

High

Poor

Poor

Fair

Depends on how
“precursor” film is
prepared

Poor

Poor

Current
material
selection

Fair (HfS2, MoS2,
High (~all TMDCs)
MoSe2, ReS2, SnS2,
TiS2, WS2, WSe2,
ZrS2)

High (most TMDCs)

Fair (HfS2, HfSe2,
MoS2, MoSe2, NbS2,
SnS2, TaS2, WS2,
WSe2, ZrS2, ZrSe2)

Fair (Mo, W, Pt based
TMDCs)

Fair (MoS2, MoTe2, ReS2, High (most selenides
SnSe2, ZrS2, WS2, WSe2, and tellurides, some
WTe2)
sulfides)

Ref.

[47–50]

[22,26,153–156]

[26,37,38,56,157–160]

[26,154,156,161,162]

[26,163–170]

, this work

[10,26,152]

Halide CVD, MOCVD
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Chalcogenization of
M/MOx film

[130,171,172]

3.4. Atomic Layer Deposition Processes for Two-Dimensional Metal Dichalcogenides
Herein, we give a brief overview of ALD TMDC materials, precursors, and applications studied. For
more details on deposition chemistry and processes, the reader is referred to earlier reviews. [47–50] In
Table 2, we provide a list of ALD TMDC papers until the end of August 2020 including the
precursors, deposition and post-treatment temperatures, examined film thicknesses, crystallinity and
grain size, and applications. In Table 3, analogous information is provided for TMDC films produced
by conversion (chalcogenization) of ALD grown films.
In the ALD community, MoS2 has been by far the most studied TMDC, accounting for nearly half of
the published papers (Figure 7a). There has also been notable and constant activity on SnS2 and WS2
over the years, which together with MoS2 constitute nearly four out of five published papers. A few
reports on selenides MoSe2 and WSe2 have been published, too. In addition to the recent processes
for semiconducting HfS2, ZrS2, and ReS2, a few studies have also been published on TiS2 with
metallic conductivity.

Figure 7. Evolution of ALD TMDC publications by a) material, and b) studied applications. In a),
solid bars refer to new processes and patterned bars to further studies on established processes. Note
that a single publication may be counted multiple times, if several processes or applications were
examined. Data for 2020 are up to 31 August 2020 (not extrapolated).
There is still plenty of room to broaden both the precursor and material selection of ALD TMDCs.
For example, metallic group 5 sulfides (VS2, NbS2, and TaS2), many selenides, and all tellurides await
to be deposited. ALD should also be well suited for the deposition of TMDC alloys, yet only a single
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report exists so far. On the other hand, there is still a need for even new MoS 2 processes with good
ALD characteristics that produce smooth, high-quality films at low temperatures, for example.
It is apparent that in the future, stronger emphasis should be placed on studying the ALD
characteristics of the reported processes, as many of the explored precursor systems lack verification
of the self-limiting nature of the surface reactions. Due to the unfortunate lack of this information,
we have included all processes denoted as ALD in this review, even if some of them may not behave
as true ALD processes. The importance of self-limiting reactions in enabling the excellent uniformity,
conformality, scalability, and repeatability of ALD as well as its industrial applications cannot be
stressed enough.
Nearly half of the ALD TMDC papers exploring possible applications have examined the films for
electronics and optoelectronics (including sensors), about one fifth for electrocatalysis and
photocatalysis, and one eighth for energy storage with the remaining one fifth looking at other
applications such as lubrication, plasmonics, and photonics (Figure 7b). Lubricating coatings
dominated the first studies since 2004 and studies on the topic are still published. Electronics and
related applications have been very actively studied since 2015. Since 2017, studies on catalysis have
been growing particularly strongly. In energy storage, there has been relatively stable activity since
2014, if on a lower level compared to electronics and catalysis.
For the ALD TMDC processes, common metal halide precursors have been in active use (Figure 8).
Although halides are often well behaving ALD precursors, possibility of etching reactions should be
kept in mind for group 5 to 7 metals (see Chapter 5.2. in Ref.

[70]

). Metal carbonyls have seen

widespread use for Mo and W and the use of nitrogen-bonded amido/imido ligands has been on the
rise for a range of metals. Some compounds containing oxygen-coordinated ligands including
Mo(thd)3 (thd = 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptanedionato), Sn(OAc)4 (OAc = acetato), and
Sn(dmamp)2 (dmamp = 1-dimethylamino-2-methyl-2-propoxide) have also been used in ALD of
TMDCs.
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Figure 8. Structures of metal precursors used to deposit TMDCs by ALD. dmamp = 1dimethylamino-2-methyl-2-propoxide, OAc = acetato, and thd = 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5heptanedionato.
H2S is by far the most commonly used sulfur precursor in ALD (Figure 9). H2S plasma has been
introduced as a more reactive alternative, in some cases with H2 added to the plasma gas along with
inert Ar. Disulfides MeSSMe (dimethyldisulfide) and EtSSEt (diethyldisulfide) have also been used
and appear to perform adequately at least under low-temperature conditions. An alkylthiol PrSH (1propanethiol) was recently introduced. A dithiol HSCH2CH2SH (1,2-ethanedithiol) results in hybrid
thiolate films. An alkylsilyl compound S(SiMe3)2 was also recently used to deposit MoS2. A direct
comparison of different sulfur precursors is yet to be performed, though.
Due to the limited availability of safe and reactive selenium precursors, until recently only a few
studies on MoSe2 and WSe2 had been performed using either the highly toxic H2Se gas or a rather
inert alkyl SeEt2. In 2018–2020, a range of alkylsilyl and alkylstannyl selenide precursors including
Se(SiMe3)2, Se(SiEt3)2, Se(SiiPr3)2, and Se(SnMe3)2 have been used to deposit MoSe2. Furthermore,
cyclic alkylsilyl precursors Se(SiMe2(CH2)2SiMe2) and Se2(SiMe2)4, which offer easier handling
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compared to the alkylsilyl selenides were reported in 2020. Unfortunately, no ALD characteristics of
any of the selenide processes have been reported.

Figure 9. Structures of chalcogen (sulfur and selenium) precursors used to deposit TMDCs by ALD.
Post-deposition annealing in either inert or chalcogen-containing atmospheres is often used to
improve the crystallinity and grain size of as-deposited amorphous or nanocrystalline films. While
annealing can improve the crystallinity substantially, the required temperatures are often so high that
they hinder the use of annealing in practical applications.
Conversion (chalcogenization) of ALD metal, nitride, and oxide films into TMDCs can be considered
a special case of post-deposition annealing. The conversion approach ideally retains most of the
advantages of ALD, including conformality, uniformity, and thickness control. However, conversion
usually requires high temperatures, thus limiting compatibility with different substrates, and tends to
produce films with a small grain size. Furthermore, the potential volatility of the “precursor film” at
the high temperatures required should be kept in mind. Especially MoO 3 becomes volatile at
temperatures above 500 °C.[173] Therefore, the chalcogen species should be introduced at low enough
temperatures to avoid the loss of the film uniformity and conformality. The processes used to deposit
the ALD films, often oxides, as well as the chalcogenization conditions are listed in Table 3. In
Section 4, the applications of the converted films will be discussed alongside directly grown ALD
TMDCs.
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Table 2. Summary of TMDC films deposited by ALD in alphabetical order (updated from Ref. [47]).
Abbreviations: amorphous (amorp.), annealed (ann.), as-deposited (as-dep.), crystalline (cryst.),
field-effect transistor (FET), hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), lithium ion battery (LIB), oxygen
evolution reaction (OER), photocatalysis (PC), photoelectrocatalysis (PEC), sodium ion battery
(NIB), supercapacitor (SC).
Precursors

a)

Deposition T [°C]
(post-treatment T
[°C], atmosphere) b)

Thickness and morphology (estimated grain size) c)

Applications

Year[Ref.] d)

HfS2
HfCl4 + H2S

Hf(NEtMe)4 + H2S
plasma

350–450

a few–tens of ML films (~10–30 nm)

photodetector

2019[174]

400

10 nm film (cryst.)

–

2020[126]

250–450

10–50 nm films (~10–30 nm)

–

2020[175]

–

2014[29]

MoS2
MoCl5 + H2S

MoCl5 + S(SiMe3)2

300 (800, S)

1 ML flakes, 1 ML to 10 nm films
ann. <2 m)

350450

2 ML to 10 nm films (cryst.)

FET

2015[176]

500–900

13 ML films (80–100 nm)

FET, p-n diode
photodetector

2016[177]
2019[178]

375475 (600900,
S or H2S)

a few ML films (cryst.)

–

2016[179]

450

13 ML flakes (~100 nm)
410 ML films (~100 nm)

–

2017[180]

420490

1050 nm films (20–100 nm)

–

2017[181]

390480

2060 nm films (30–120 nm)

piezoelectric

2017[182]

460

2.545 nm films (10–15 nm)

lubricant

2018[183]

450

1–8 ML films (~15 nm)

lubricant

2019[184]

430–480

1–10 ML films (cryst.)

lubricant

2020[185]

460

1–5 ML films (~30–100 nm)

lubricant

2020[186]

?

70 nm rough film (amorp.?)

lubricant,
hydrophobic

2020[187]

?

tens of nm rough film (cryst.)

biosensor

2020[188]

400

tens of nm rough film (cryst.)

biosensor

2020[189]

450

~5–50 nm rough films (~10–20 nm)

OER

2017[190]

390–470

1–3 ML flakes (~50–400 nm)
4–5 ML films (~400 nm)

-

2019[119]

250325

2070 nm rough films (10–100 nm)

HER

2017[191]

150300

5–50 nm rough films (10–300 nm)

LIB, NIB

2018[192]

250300

~5–70 nm rough films (10–50 nm)

PEC

2018[193]

250

~20 nm rough film (~10–20 nm)

PEC

2019[194]

250

~7–30 nm rough film (~10–30 nm)

PEC

2019[195]

200–420

1–8 ML films (10–25 nm)

FET

2020[196]

375 (800, S)

8 ML film (as-dep. amorp., ann. cryst.)

FET

2019[197]
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(as-dep. ~10 nm,

300 (900, S)

5–8 ML films (as-dep. amorp., ann. cryst.)

FET

2019[198]

300 (900, S)

5 nm film (ann. cryst.)

FET

2020[199]

375 (500–700, N2)

4 nm film (as-dep. amorp., ann. cryst.)

–

2019[200]

375 (800, inert +
400, CS2)

4 ML film (ann. cryst.)

FET

2019[201]

300–350 (900, S)

4 ML film (as-dep. amorp., ann. cryst)

–

2020[122]

350 (900, S)

4 ML film (as-dep. amorp., ann. cryst)

FET

2020[202]

200 (350, H2)

~10100 nm rough films (as-dep. amorp., ann. cryst.)

–

2018[203]

200 (400 or 600,
H2 or H2S)

~10 nm films (as-dep. amorp., ann. 4–10 nm)

–

2018[204]

700

1–5 ML (cryst.)

FET,
photodetector

2019[178]

155170

1050 nm films (amorp.?)

LIB

2014[205]

120175 (500–900,
Ar or H2S)

2 ML to 10 nm films (as-dep. amorp., ann. ~10 nm)

–

2016[206]

200

? nm rough films (~5 nm)

OER

2017[207]

175225

530 nm rough films (15–20 nm)

–

2016[208]

200

1050 nm films (~5 nm)

SC

2017[209]

200 (500700, H2S) 530 nm rough films (as-dep. 6–10 nm, ann. ~15 nm)

PEC

2017[210]

Mo(CO)6 +
HS(CH2)2SH

140190 (350,
H2S/H2)

~10 nm films (as-dep. amorp. hybrid thiolate,
ann. ~5 nm)

HER

2018[211]

Mo(CO)6 + EtSSEt

250 (450, Ar)

~5 ML films (100 nm)

FET

2017[118]

Mo(CO)6 + MeSSMe

100 (900 , Ar)

510 nm films (as-dep. amorp., ann. 10 nm)

–

2014[212]

100

210 nm films (amorp.)

HER

2015[213]

100

215 nm films (<5 nm)

HER

2016[214]

150 (650700, Ar)

~550 nm films (as-dep. amorp., ann. cryst.)

photonic crystal

2017[215]

150

~5 nm film (amorp.)

Li-O2 battery

2019[216]

98

3–16 nm film (amorp.)

solar cell
electrode

2019[217]

Mo(CO)6 + S(SiMe3)2

150 (800, S)

25 ML films (as-dep. amorp.?, ann. ~5–10 nm)

FET

2018[218]

Mo(NtBu)2(NMe2)2 +
H2S

275

a few ML islands to tens of nm films (~10–50 nm)

LIB

2019[219]

275

a few ML islands (cryst.)

PEC, PC

2019[220]

275

? nm islands (cryst.?)

LIB

2020[221]

150450

1 ML flakes to tens of nm rough films (10–50 nm)

HER

2018[105,222]
2019[223]

450 (900, H2S)

2 ML films to 40 nm rough films (cryst.)

-

2019[224]

Mo(NtBu)2(NMe2)2 +
H2S plasma

250 (750, S)

a few ML–10 nm films (ann. ~5–10 nm)

–

2019[127]

Mo(NtBu)2(NMe2)2 +
PrSH

250400

2 ML to 15 nm films (as-dep. amorp., ann. ~10 nm)

–

2019[225]

Mo(NMe2)4 + H2S

60120 (1000, S)

3–50 nm films (as-dep. amorp., ann. 100–200 nm)

FET

2017[226]

MoF6 + H2S

Mo(CO)6 + H2S

Mo(CO)6 + H2S
plasma

Mo(NtBu)2(NMe2)2 +
H2/H2S plasma

29

95

7.5–20 nm films (amorp.)

HER

2019[227]

80 (300–800, S)

~10 nm films (as-dep. amorp., ann. ~5–10 nm)

HER

2020[228]

Mo(NMe2)4 +
HS(CH2)2SH

50 (300, Ar or H2;
450, H2; or 800, Ar)

12 ML film (as-dep. amorp., ann. 10–20 nm)

–

2017[229]

Mo(thd)3 + H2S

250350

~210 nm rough films (10–30 nm)

–

2017[123]

270

~25 nm rough films (~20–50 nm)

–

2020[126]

MoSe2
Mo(CO)6 + Se(SiMe3)2 167

110 nm films (amorp.)

PEC, PC

2018[230,231]

MoCl5 + Se(SiMe3)2

300

>10 nm rough films (50–100 nm)
? nm rough films (cryst.)

–
–

2018[230]
2020[232]

MoCl5 + Se(SiEt3)2

300

? nm rough films (cryst.)

–

2020[232]

MoCl5 + Se(SiiPr3)2

300

? nm rough films (cryst.)

–

2020[232]

MoCl5 + Se(SnMe3)2

300

? nm rough films (cryst.)

–

2020[232]

MoCl5 +
Se(SiMe2(CH2)2SiMe2
)

300

? nm rough films (~50–100 nm)

–

2020[233]

MoCl5 + Se2(SiMe2)4

300

? nm rough films (~20–50 nm)

–

2020[233]

ReS2
ReCl5 + H2S

120500

~1–100+ nm rough films (10–300 nm)

–

2018[234]

250–400

~10–20 nm rough films (~10–100 nm)

–

2020[126]

400

tens of nm rough film (cryst.)

biosensor

2020[189]

250–500 (700–900)

1–2 ML flakes
3–5 ML films (~50–100 nm)

–

2020[235]

SnS2
Sn(NMe2)4 + H2S

135

~20 nm films (cryst. on Cu2S)

–

2012[236]
2013[237]

60120
140150
160180

50 nm films (amorp. SnS2)
50 nm films (~10 nm, SnS2)
50 nm rough films (~15 nm, SnS)

–

2013[238]

150

245 nm films (<10 nm films amorp., thicker cryst.)

–

2017[239]

150 (250350,
S/H2)

12 nm (as-dep. 15 nm, ann. 25 nm)

–

2016[135]

150 °C (250350,
H2S)

6 ML film (as-dep. partly cryst, ann. ~10 nm)

–

2017[240]

150 (300, S/H2)

12 nm film (as-dep. partly cryst, ann. cryst.)

FET

2017[241]

150 (100 to 350
(multi-step), H2S)

3–6 ML films (as-dep. partly cryst, ann. ~10–20 nm)

FET

2019[242]

150 (100 to 350
(multi-step), H2S)

7-10 ML films (as-dep. partly cryst, ann. ~10–20 nm)

FET

2019[243]
2020[244]

150 (100 to 350
(multi-step), H2S)

~50 nm rough films (~50 nm)

gas sensor

2019[245]

150 (100 to 350
(multi-step), H2S)

6 ML films (as-dep. ?, ann. ~10–20 nm)

–

2020[246]

150

40 nm film (amorp.)

PEC

2020[247]

90

~530 nm films (amorp.)

plasmonics

2013[248]

30

Sn(OAc)4 + H2S

Sn(dmamp)2 + H2S
plasma

60–140

25–100 nm films (amorp.)

PEC

2019[249]

160

20–80 nm films (~10 nm)

SC

2019[250]

150 (200–350, H2S) 211 ML films (as-dep. amorp., ann. 20–30 nm)

–

2018[99]

150–175 (250–300,
H2S)

~5 nm films (~10–70 nm)

–

2020[126]

150–200 (200–350,
H2S)

<210 ML films (as-dep. amorp., ann. 15–70 nm)

–

2020[131]

150–240 (300, H2S) ~1–20 ML films to rough films (as-dep. partly cryst.,
ann ~10–30 nm)

FET

2020[251]

180–240

gas sensor

2020[252]

? nm films (cryst.)
TiS2

TiCl4 + H2S

Ti(NMe2)4 + H2S

Ti(NMe2)4 + H2S
plasma

400500

50100 nm rough films (amorp. to 1 m grains
depending on substrate)

–

2007[253]

75250

350 nm films (partly cryst.)

solar cell
absorber

2015[254]

300

tens of nm rough films (50 nm)

LIB, NIB

2019[255]

150–180

~5–100 nm films (amorp., oxidizes)

–

2019[256]

100

~30 nm rough film (cryst.)

–

2019[257]

150–200

~30 nm rough film (~50–100 nm)

–

2019[257]

WS2
390

a few10 ML (cryst.)

FET

2015[258]

300 (500, vacuum)

~250 nm rough film (as-dep. ~10 nm, ann. ~30 nm)

lubricant

2004[28]

300350

10400 nm rough films (5–100 nm)

lubricant

2006[259]
2009[260]

300

1 ML film (<25 nm)

–

2018[124]

250450

25 ML films (~10 nm)

–

2015[261]
2017[100]

300

25 ML films (5–20 nm)

–

2018[128]

300

45 ML film (10–20 nm)

FET

2017[262]

300450

~1–5 ML flakes, ~2–5 ML films (tunable ~5–200 nm)

FET

2018[111]

165205

2040 nm (amorp.)

LIB

2016[263]

400

175 nm rough films (~5 nm)

lubricant

2016[264]
2017[265]

320 nm films (3–7 nm)

HER, NIB

2018[266]

350

20–60 nm rough films (3–10 nm)

NIB

2019[267]

W(NtBu)2(NMe2)2 +
H2S

300

~5–50 nm rough films (~10–30 nm)

HER

2019[268]

W(NtBu)2(NMe2)2 +
H2S plasma

300

~8–65 nm rough films (~10–20 nm)

HER

2019[269]

450

~6 nm rough films (14±1 nm)

–

2020[107]

250 (450, H2S)

~2–3 ML films (~10 nm)

–

2020[121]

WCl6 + H2S

e)

WF6 + H2S

WF6 + H2 plasma
+ H2S

W(CO)6 + H2S

W(CO)6 + H2S plasma 350
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W(NtBu)2(NMe2)2 +
H2S plasma + Ar
plasma

450

~6 nm rough films (24±2 nm)

–

2020[107]

W(NtBu)2(NMe2)2 +
H2S plasma + H2
plasma

450

~6 nm rough films (19±1 nm)

–

2020[107]

W(NtBu)2(NMe2)2 +
H2/H2S plasma

300

~8–65 nm rough films (~10–50 nm)

HER

2019[269]

W2(NMe2)6 + H2S

150 (400, H2S)

~2–15 ML films (as-dep. amorp., ann. ~5–10 nm)

–

2019[134]

WSe2
WCl6 + H2Se

390

~5 ML film (cryst.)

FET

2016[270]
2018[271]

WCl6 + SeEt2

600800

15 ML films (200 nm)

FET

2016[272]

700

3 ML film (cryst.)

gas sensor

2018[273]

700

one to a few ML films (cryst.)

–

2019[178]
2018[274]

ZrS2
ZrCl4 + H2S

350–450

a few–tens of ML films (~10–30 nm)

photodetector

2019[174]

400

7 nm films (~10–40 nm)

–

2020[126]

a)

Processes shown to have saturative reactions in at least one publication are underlined; b) For brevity,
inert components (N2, Ar) of reactive atmospheres are omitted; c) One TMDC monolayer (ML)
corresponds to approximately 0.6 nm. Morphology is classified as flakes (discontinuous), films
(continuous, smooth), or rough films. If the grain size was not indicated and could not be estimated
from the provided information, the film is only denoted crystalline or amorphous; d) The year refers
to the year the paper was assigned into an issue (if applicable); e) Claimed to be WCl5 in the article,
but is actually WCl6 (R. Solanki, private communication).
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Table 3. Summary of TMDC films produced by chalcogenization of ALD-grown films in
alphabetical order. Abbreviations: amorphous (amorp.), annealed (ann.), as-deposited (as-dep.),
crystalline (cryst.), field-effect transistor (FET), hydrogen evolution reaction (HER),
photoelectrocatalysis (PEC), supercapacitor (SC).
Precursors

a)

Deposition T [°C] (postThickness and morphology (estimated grain Applications
treatment T [°C], atmosphere) b) size) c)

Year[Ref.] d)

MoOx → MoS2
165 (600, S)

~10 nm rough films (cryst.)

HER

2013[275]

160 (850, S)

3–4 ML film (~40 nm)

–

2016[276]

140 (850, S)

~10 nm film (cryst.)

–

2019[277]

200 (600 + 1000, H2S)

1–5 ML films (~10–30 nm)

photodetector 2015[278]

200 (200 + 600–1000, H2S)

3–4 nm films (4–30 nm)

–

2020[279]

165 (500–1000, S)

2 ML to 10 nm films (<10 nm at 500 °C to
50–200 nm at 1000 °C)

–

2019[280]

155 (400, Ar + 500, S + 900, S)

1–4 ML films (~10 nm)

FET

2017[281]

155 (400, Ar + 500, S + 900, S)

4 ML film

FET

2020[282]

165 (200, H2/H2S)

~5 nm film

PEC

2019[283]

Mo(NtBu)2(NMe2)2 + O3

300 (300 + 600 + 900–1000,
S/H2)

~5–10 nm films (cryst.)

–

2017[284]

Mo(NtBu)2(NMe2)2 + O2
plasma

50 (900, H2S)

1–8 ML films (~5–50 nm)

–

2020[125]

150 (300 + 600 + 900–1000,
S/H2)

1 ML to 10 nm films (cryst.)

–

2017[284]

Mo(CO)6 + O3

Mo(CO)6 + O2 plasma

Mo1-xWxOy → Mo1-xWxS2
Mo(CO)6 + O2 plasma
& WH2(iPrCp)2 + O2
plasma

300 (600 + 1000, H2S)

1–5 ML films (~10–30 nm)

photodetector 2015[278]

MoOx → MoSe2
Mo(CO)6 + O2 plasma

162 (820, Se/H2)

2–8 ML films (~5–10 nm)

photodetector 2018[285]

? (850, Se/H2)

6 ML film (~5–10 nm)

photodetector 2019[286]

162 (900, Se/H2)

12–14 ML film (~5–10 nm)

photodetector 2018[287]

SnO → SnS2
Sn(dmamp)2 + H2O

210 (350, H2S + 350, H2S
plasma)

5 nm film (~a few tens of nm)

FET

2018[288]

FET

2018[289]

SC

2017[290]

SnS → SnS2
Sn(NMe2)4 + H2S

170 (450, H2S)

20 and 40 nm films (ann. >40 nm)
TiN → TiS 2

Ti(NMe2)4 + N2 plasma

300 (300, S)

~75–120 nm films (~a few tens of nm)
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WOx → WS2
WH2(iPrCp)2 + O2 plasma

300 (1000, H2S)

1–4 ML films (~10–20 nm)

FET

2013[291]

300 (1000, H2S)

1–4 ML films (cryst.)

gas sensor

2016[292]

W(NtBu)2(NMe2)2 + H2O

350 (500, S)

2–3 ML films (cryst.)

–

2019[200]

W(NtBu)2(NMe2)2 + O2
plasma

50 (900, H2S)

~10 ML films (cryst.)

–

2020[125]

150 (700, CS2)

? (cryst.)

–

2016[293]

160–220 (900, S/H2)

1–4 ML films (cryst.)

FET

2018[294]

40 or 300 (600 or 850, H2S)

10–30 nm films (a few nm)

photonics

2018[295]

a)

Processes shown to have saturative reactions in at least one publication are underlined; b) For brevity,
inert components (N2, Ar) of reactive atmospheres are omitted; c) One TMDC monolayer (ML)
corresponds to approximately 0.6 nm. Morphology is classified as flakes (discontinuous), films
(continuous, smooth), or rough films. If the grain size was not indicated and could not be estimated
from the provided information, the film is only denoted crystalline or amorphous; d) The year refers
to the year the paper was assigned into an issue (if applicable).
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4. Applications of Atomic Layer Deposited Two-Dimensional Metal Dichalcogenides
4.1. Electronics and Optoelectronics
Electronics and optoelectronics are among the most commonly studied applications of TMDCs due
to their favorable properties as well as the importance of the microelectronics (semiconductor)
industry. For (opto)electronic applications, typically only one to a few monolayers thick, continuous,
high-quality TMDC films with a large grain size are preferred. Therefore, high deposition
temperatures or high-temperature post-deposition annealing have often been used to prepare ALD
TMDCs aimed for electronics (Figure 10a). Unfortunately, the high temperatures restrict
compatibility with typical back-end-of-line (BEOL) semiconductor processing, for example, where
temperatures should not exceed 400–500 °C. Thus, achieving high-quality TMDCs with large grain
size, few defects, and little thickness variation between adjacent crystallites at low temperatures is
the main challenge in electronics. In addition to often low deposition temperatures, the inherent
conformality of ALD is an important asset in integrating ALD TMDCs into electronics.
If deposited at low enough temperatures, it is anticipated that TMDCs could be integrated onto
existing silicon-based complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) platforms in BEOL for
various functions, including transistors, photodetectors, lasers, and different gas, chemical, and
biological sensors.[296] Therefore, these applications are also discussed here under electronics. In the
emerging fields of flexible electronics and displays, the maximum temperature of polymer substrates
range from below 100 to approximately 400 °C.[297–299]
Due to the lower melting point[114] and consequently higher diffusivity of SnS2 compared to the
sulfides of refractory metals MoS2 and WS2, for example, SnS2 seems to be a promising material for
electronic applications with a low thermal budget. There are also a few examples of well crystallized
ALD MoS2 and WS2 films deposited at temperatures below 450 °C, and further efforts to this end are
anticipated in the future.
For some applications or process flows in more distant future, such as possible replacement of siliconbased FETs, higher temperatures up to 1000 °C may be permitted. Furthermore, although a major
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technological challenge, transfer of the TMDC films from the growth substrate to the target substrate
is actively researched in the 2D community.[300,301] Nevertheless, even if the transfer process lifts the
temperature restrictions, the high-temperature ALD processes will have to compete with more
established (MO)CVD TMDC processes.

Figure 10. ALD TMDCs for FETs and other electronic applications. a) Overview of thickness and
processing temperature of ALD TMDCs evaluated for electronic and optoelectronic applications
(data from Table 2 and 3). b) Illustration of an FET (in on-state). c) Schematic structure of a
conventional silicon FET. d) Illustration of the potential of 2D TMDCs for FETs with ultrathin
channels (data points do not refer to ALD films, see Ref. [303] for more information and references). e)
Mobility of ALD TMDC FETs (data from Table 4). Only studies where film thickness and processing
temperature were indicated are included. Schematic structures of 2D FETs in f) top-gate and g)
bottom-gate geometries. b,c,f,g) Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY license. [302] Copyright
2015 Authors. Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry. d) Reproduced with permission. [303]
Copyright 2018, The Royal Society of Chemistry.
4.1.1. Field-Effect Transistors
Overview:
FETs are perhaps the most important devices in commercial microelectronics, where the FET channel
is usually silicon-based. An FET is a switch controlling the flow of current (either electrons or holes)
between the source and drain electrodes by a voltage applied to a third, gate electrode (Figure 10b,c).
The sizable band gaps of the semiconducting TMDCs enable efficient on-off switching of FETs.
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Typical figures of merit used to assess the performance of FETs include field-effect charge carrier
mobility  and the ratio of the transistor on-state current to the off-state current Ion/Ioff.[302,304] The offcurrent should be as low as possible for low power consumption, and the on-current and mobility as
high as possible to enable fast switching.[304] While most TMDCs cannot reach as high mobilities as
bulk silicon, their uniform structure free of dangling bonds means that they are less affected by
decreases in channel length and thickness compared to 3D semiconductors such as silicon (Figure
10d). The shrinkage of channel dimensions (scaling) has been one of the main reasons behind the
continuous improvements in the performance of microelectronics. TMDCs are considered among the
candidates for continuing the scaling trend beyond silicon.
ALD MoS2, SnS2, WS2, and WSe2 films have been evaluated as FET channels, comprising the single
most studied ALD TMDC application. The ALD TMDCs have, in the best cases, exhibited relatively
high mobilities and very high Ion/Ioff ratios (Figure 10e, Table 4). The rather good performance of the
best reported devices is impressive considering the relatively small grain sizes of ALD TMDCs, as
the grain size, or more specifically the grain boundary density, is often thought to be the main limiting
factor for the TMDC transistor performance. Nevertheless, considering the gate length of only
approximately 10 nm in the current state-of-art FETs,[302,305] it remains to be seen if large grain sizes
are actually necessary for commercial highly scaled FETs. Excluding a report on ALD WSe 2 (Ref.
[270]

) with a mobility of several hundreds of cm2V−1s−1, in the next best cases, mobilities on the order

of 1–10 cm2V−1s−1 have been achieved. Excellent Ion/Ioff ratios up to 108 have been demonstrated for
several ALD TMDC FETs, which are comparable to state-of-art TMDC FETs. However, achieving
both good mobilities and large Ion/Ioff ratios simultaneously has been relatively rare.
Most of the processes producing the best ALD TMDC FETs use high deposition or annealing
temperatures of 700–1000 °C. High temperatures and post-deposition treatments in chalcogen
atmosphere can considerably improve the film crystallinity, grain size, and stoichiometry, but such
temperatures may not be permitted for many applications. Furthermore, at these high temperatures
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ALD has to compete with many other methods. Therefore, the processes that result in high FET
performance at temperatures below 500 °C deserve special attention and perhaps offer the best
opportunities for ALD TMDC FETs. Low-temperature pre- and post-deposition treatments to
improve performance form a promising approach deserving further study. Thickness also strongly
affects the performance of TMDC FETs. It seems that for both ALD-grown (Table 4) and exfoliated
TMDCs,[304] the highest on-currents and consequently mobilities are often obtained for layers thicker
than a single monolayer, perhaps up to ten ML thick.
In addition to the TMDC grain size and thickness, the FET performance of ultrathin TMDCs is known
to be sensitive to charge scattering at the interfaces with the substrate and dielectric layers, trap states,
adsorbates, impurities and so forth.[306–308] Furthermore, contacting TMDCs is very difficult and
typically Schottky contacts are formed due to Fermi level pinning. [309] Thus, the device geometry and
structure are very important for the FET performance. One additional factor that complicates
comparison between different studies is the lack of statistical data on device-to-device variation or
yield in many studies.
In the device structure context, it is interesting to note that ALD is commonly used to deposit
dielectric layers below and/or above the TMDC channel as both gate dielectric and encapsulation
layers. The ALD-grown dielectrics have often been found to increase the mobility of the
semiconducting channel.[310,311] ALD growth on TMDCs – a non-trivial process due to the inertness
of TMDC basal planes – is beyond the topic of this review and has been reviewed previously. [312,313]
Shang et al.[311] identified the improvement in mobility upon encapsulation to be due to a reduction
of scattering by charged impurities (e.g. impurities, adsorbates, and interface traps), which often limit
the mobility of TMDCs at room temperature. Such encapsulation can be provided by the gate
dielectric for top-gate design (Figure 10f), but can also be beneficial for bottom-gate FETs (Figure
10g), where the encapsulation layer does not act as a gate dielectric.
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With the discussion above in mind, we will go through the studied ALD TMDCs material by material,
focusing on the observed correlations between the deposition conditions, material properties, and
device structures with the FET performance.

MoS2:
ALD MoS2 films usually behave as n-type semiconductors, which means that they are turned on (off)
by applying a positive (negative) gate voltage (the reverse is true for p-type semiconductors). The
best ALD MoS2 FET performance so far has been reported by Jeon et al.[118] for 5 ML MoS2 films
deposited using Mo(CO)6 and EtSSEt at 250 C followed by rapid thermal annealing in an Ar
atmosphere at 450 °C for 30 s. Bottom gate FETs with an excellent mobility of 13.9 cm 2V−1s−1
(10.6±2.6 cm2V−1s−1 over 9 devices) and a large Ion/Ioff ratio of 108 were achieved by using an SEt2
pretreatment dubbed inhibited ALD (iALD) to reduce the nucleation density (Figure 11a). In contrast,
the conventional ALD process (cALD) without the pretreatment produced p-type films with inferior
performance as shown in Figure 11b (mobility 0.004 cm 2V−1s−1, Ion/Ioff 103). The difference was
explained by the improvements in crystallinity and grain size in iALD films resulting from SEt 2
blocking some of the adsorption sites on the initial surface, which decreased the adsorption density
of Mo(CO)6 and consequently nucleation density of MoS2 (Figure 11c,d). The achieved FET
performance is remarkable for such a low deposition temperature and comparable to CVD MoS 2
deposited at 600 C and above (see Ref.

[314]

and references therein). However, the process did not

show ALD-like saturation, although uniform films and FET performance were achieved on 6”
wafers.[118] Thus, it would be interesting to test such a surface-chemistry controlled iALD approach
using a well-behaving ALD process.
In contrast to most other MoS2 processes, Zhang et al.[218] deposited p-type MoS2 films from Mo(CO)6
and S(SiMe3)2 at 150 C followed by annealing at 800 C in a sulfur atmosphere. A rather high
average (maximum) hole mobility of approximately 6 (11) cm 2V−1s−1 combined with a low Ion/Ioff
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ratio of 103 was measured for a 4 ML film. In the next study from the group, Wang et al.[197] used
MoCl5 and S(SiMe3)2 precursors at 375 °C followed by annealing at 800 C in a sulfur atmosphere,
resulting in n-type MoS2 films. A good average mobility of 3.5 cm2V−1s−1 but only a low Ion/Ioff ratio
of 102 were achieved for a 8 ML MoS2 film deposited on a GaN substrate, a substrate that necessitated
the top-gate FET design.

Figure 11. ALD MoS2 FETs: drain current (Ids) – gate voltage (Vg) plots of bottom-gate FETs using
5 ML a) iALD MoS2 (drain-source voltage Vds = 1.5 V) and b) cALD MoS2 channel (Vds = 10 V) and
corresponding cross-sectional TEM images of c) iALD and d) cALD MoS 2 films. A logic NAND
gate comprised of three ALD MoS2 top-gate FETs: e) optical micrograph (scale bar 50 µm), f) output
of the NAND gate (x axis in seconds), and g) cross-sectional TEM image of a 5 ML MoS 2 film used
in the FETs. Top-gate FETs using a MoS2 channel produced by sulfurization of an ALD MoOx film
with ALD-Al2O3 gate dielectric: h) schematic and mobility statistics of i) 4 ML and j) 1 ML MoS 2
devices. k) ALD SnS2 FET: Ids–Vg plots of bottom-gate FETs using 4 and 6 ML ALD SnS2 channels
deposited using 15 and 30 cycles with cross-sectional TEM image of the 6 ML SnS 2 film as an inset.
a–d) Reproduced with permission.[118] Copyright 2017, WILEY‐VCH Verlag GmbH. e–g)
Reproduced with permission.[202] Copyright 2020, Tsinghua University Press and Springer-Verlag
GmbH Germany, part of Springer Nature. h–j) Reproduced with permission.[281] Copyright 2017,
WILEY‐VCH Verlag GmbH. k) Reproduced with permission. [242] Copyright 2019, IOP Publishing
Ltd.
In a follow-up work using the same MoCl 5+S(SiMe3)2 process, Liu et al.[202] produced both top-gate
FETs and different logic gates (Figure 11e,f) on sapphire. The authors observed that the annealing
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time at 900 °C in sulfur atmosphere had a drastic effect on the FET performance. A 30 minute anneal
resulted in a high mobility up to 10 cm2V−1s−1 combined with a low Ion/Ioff ratio of 103, which causes
high power consumption. After a 120 minute annealing, the mobility decreased to 0.56 cm 2V−1s−1,
but the Ion/Ioff ratio increased to more than 106. A longer annealing time was found to improve the
structural quality of the films (Figure 11g), which resulted in a decrease of both the on and off currents.
This demonstrates that merely a high mobility is not sufficient for high performance FETs nor is it
necessarily an indication of high film quality.
Using the same ALD process, Zhao et al.[199] deposited 5 nm thick MoS2 films on SiO2 of both planar
and nanowire morphology. Top-gate transistors constructed on both substrates had comparable yet
modest performance (mobility 0.01–0.02 cm2V−1s−1 and Ion/Ioff ratio of ~4×102), which is much lower
compared to the aforementioned FETs on sapphire and GaN. This suggests that the substrate has a
crucial effect during the growth and/or FET operation. Tian et al. [201] combined the same
MoCl5+S(SiMe3)2 process with a two-step annealing process, first in inert conditions at 800 °C to
remove the chlorine left in the films followed by exposure to CS 2 at 400 °C in order to fill the sulfur
vacancies. The CS2 treatment improved the average mobility of the 4 ML MoS2 films on sapphire
from 0.009 to 0.48 cm2V−1s−1 while the Ion/Ioff ratio increased from approximately 5 to 500, which is
still lower compared to the aforementioned results obtained using sulfur annealing.
The MoCl5+S(SiMe3)2 process has thus been studied intensively for FETs and saturating growth
characteristics of the process have recently been confirmed. [202] The successful demonstrations of
inverters and logic NAND, AND, NOR, and OR gates using 2–5 MoS 2 FETs each show the potential
of the process towards integrated circuits, although the high annealing temperature of 800–900 °C
may limit its use.[198,202]
Browning et al.[176] used MoCl5 and H2S at 390 C, reporting a mobility of 1 cm2V−1s−1 for a 2 ML
film on a SiO2/Si bottom-gate structure. However, the Ion/Ioff ratio was rather low at 103 and saturation
of the ALD process was not demonstrated. Using the same precursors at a higher temperature of 800
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C, Kim et al.[177] achieved a mobility of 0.2 cm2V−1s−1 and a good Ion/Ioff ratio of 108 for a 1 ML
MoS2 FET. In this case, the film thickness was observed to saturate to a single ML after a sufficient
number of ALD cycles were applied. The authors denoted this mechanism self-limiting layer
synthesis (SLS), which was explained to be due to the inert surface of TMDCs. Similar FET
performance was later observed by the same group for a 1 ML MoS 2 film grown using MoF6 and H2S
at 700 °C.[178] Interestingly, the MoF6+H2S process showed the typical saturative ALD characteristics
in contrast to the SLS mechanism of the MoCl5+H2S process.
Shi et al.[281] sulfurized ALD MoO3 films using a three-step procedure with steps at 400, 500, and
900 °C in Ar, S, and S atmospheres, respectively. The aim of the procedure was to maximize the
crystallinity of the resulting MoS2 films while preventing evaporation of MoO3. The mobility of topgate FETs fabricated on sapphire improved with increasing thickness from a median mobility of 0.57
cm2V−1s−1 for a single ML to 6.2 cm2V−1s−1 for 4 ML devices (Figure 11h–j). Moderate Ion/Ioff ratios
of approximately 104 and a rather small device-to-device variation were observed. Using an identical
deposition and sulfurization procedure, Chen et al. [282] prepared both top- and bottom-gate FETs on
a SiO2/Si substrate and obtained average mobilities of 0.3 and 1.7 cm 2V−1s−1, respectively, using 4
ML MoS2 films. The lower performance of the top-gate devices was attributed to the damage of the
MoS2 channel caused by H2O used for the ALD Al2O3 gate dielectric.

SnS2:
The reported performance of n-type ALD SnS2 FETs is generally lower compared to MoS2, especially
in terms of mobility, although the latest studies have shown promise in improving the performance
of SnS2 FETs by pre- and post-treatments and use of a PEALD process. Advantageously, the
temperatures used to prepare SnS2 FETs are lower compared to most other TMDCs, from 250 to
450 °C, and good ALD characteristics have been confirmed for all of the processes. The limited
mobility of ALD SnS2 FETs seems somewhat surprising considering that exfoliated SnS 2 flakes have
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shown performance comparable to MoS2 (Ref. [315]) and because the ALD SnS2 films appear to exhibit
good crystallinity. Nevertheless, some of the ALD SnS2 FETs have shown high Ion/Ioff ratios, which
combined with the low temperatures suggests them to be promising for flexible low-power electronics.
Lee et al.[241] deposited a 12 nm (~20 ML) SnS2 film by the most commonly used Sn(NMe2)4+H2S
process followed by annealing at 300 C in a S2/H2/Ar atmosphere to crystallize the films. The
prepared FETs exhibited a modest Ion/Ioff ratio of 390 and mobility of 0.0076 cm2V−1s−1 on a SiO2
substrate. However, the values increased to 6.4×10 3 and 0.06 cm2V−1s−1, respectively, when the SnS2
film was sandwiched between ALD-grown ZrO2 layers. Choi et al.[289] observed that a 24 nm SnS2
film produced by annealing a SnS film at 450 C in a H2S atmosphere exhibited a comparable Ion/Ioff
ratio (2×103) and mobility (0.014 cm2V−1s−1).
More recently, Lee et al.[242] prepared thinner, 4 and 6 ML thick SnS2 films using the Sn(NMe2)4+H2S
process combined with a lengthy multi-step annealing procedure in a H 2S/Ar atmosphere at 100 to
350 C. The FETs exhibited high Ion/Ioff ratios up to 8.3×106, whereas their mobilities were still
relatively low, 0.06 and 0.08 cm2V−1s−1 for the 4 and 6 ML films (Figure 11j). In a very recent study,
Lee et al.[243] observed that a buffered oxide etch (BOE) treatment of SiO2 substrates afforded slight
improvements in the FET performance, i.e. a mobility of 0.31 cm 2V−1s−1 and an Ion/Ioff ratio of 6.5×105
compared to 0.22 cm2V−1s−1 and 2.9×105 on bare SiO2. However, due to an increased growth rate, the
film grown on BOE-treated SiO2 was 10 ML thick compared to 7 ML on bare SiO2, which can also
affect its performance.
Mattinen et al.[99] deposited SnS2 films using Sn(OAc)4 and H2S at 150 °C followed by H2S/N2
annealing at 250 C. Despite large device-to-device variation, a clear improvement in performance
with increasing film thickness from 2 to 5–6 ML was observed. The best 5–6 ML device with a
mobility of 0.07 cm2V−1s−1 and an Ion/Ioff ratio of 4.8×107 was comparable to the films deposited by
the Sn(NMe2)4+H2S process.
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Pyeon et al.[251] deposited SnS2 films using Sn(dmamp)2 and H2S plasma at 150 to 240 °C. Although
the film crystallinity improved with increasing deposition temperature, this was accompanied by
transformation to rough, “flaky” morphology, which is unsuitable for FETs. The films deposited at
150 °C did not perform well as a FET either as-deposited or after post-deposition annealing at 240 °C.
Therefore, to obtain well crystallized, smooth films, a two-step growth process was used: first, a
nominally 1 ML thick SnS2 seed layer was grown at 150 °C, onto which a thicker film was grown at
240 °C. Relatively good transistor performance was achieved (mobility 0.2 cm 2V−1s−1 and Ion/Ioff ratio
2×106). A post-deposition annealing treatment at 300 °C increased the mobility to 0.8 cm 2V−1s−1 and
decreased the Ion/Ioff ratio to 106. Furthermore, as an important step towards use in flexible electronics,
the authors prepared bottom-gate FETs on flexible polyimide substrates, which showed excellent
uniformity with an average mobility of 0.57±0.02 cm2V−1s−1 over 20 devices and a high Ion/Ioff ratio
of 106. The flexible devices remained operational after 2000 bending cycles to a radius of 17.5 mm.
Pyeon et al.[288] also made SnS2 films by sulfurization of ALD SnO at a rather low temperature of
350 °C. A thermal conversion using H2S resulted in modest FET performance (mobility
0.0004 cm2V−1s−1 and Ion/Ioff ratio 103). Treating this film with a further H2S plasma step improved
the mobility and Ion/Ioff ratio to 0.02 cm2V−1s−1 and 105, respectively. Using only H2S plasma without
the preceding thermal conversion step resulted in a mixture of SnS and SnS2. Furthermore, it was
reported that SnO2 films could not be effectively sulfurized. It is also worth noting that n-type SnS 2
can be rather easily transformed into p-type two-dimensional SnS and vice versa, which can be
beneficial for fabrication of CMOS devices.[289,316,317]

WS2:
WS2 usually behaves as an n-type semiconductor that can display good FET performance as has also
been observed for ALD WS2 films. Browning et al.[258] reported n-type behavior with a mobility of
12 cm2V−1s−1 for a 4 ML WS2 film deposited using WCl6 and H2S at 390 C. Multiple heterostructures
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of alternating ALD n-type WS2 (2.5 nm) and p-type SnS (4.5 nm) layers were also deposited. The
heterostructures displayed ambipolar characteristics with hole and electron mobilities of 20 and
48 cm2V−1s−1, respectively, and an Ion/Ioff ratio of 105. While below the best exfoliated WS2 flakes
that exceed 200 cm2V−1s−1 (Ref. [318]), the mobility values reported by Browning et al.[258] are on par
with many reports of CVD WS2 films and crystals deposited at high temperatures up to 1000 C (see
Ref. [319] and references therein).
ALD WS2 films deposited by the WF6+H2 plasma+H2S process have been integrated into a 300 mm
BEOL compatible process flow at Imec.[128,262] Interestingly, in contrast to the usual n-type behavior
of WS2, the FETs were observed to be p-type. Extraction of mobility as well as a reliable estimation
of the Ion/Ioff ratio were prevented by back-gate leakage, although the latter was at least 105 for an
optimized WS2 film (thickness not reported). It is worth noting that this ALD process has been the
subject of extensive studies focusing on the ALD growth and reaction mechanisms [100,261] as well as
nucleation and grain growth.[111,124,128]
Song et al.[291] prepared top-gate FETs with a single ML thick WS2 channel by sulfurization of ALDgrown WO3 film at 1000 °C in a H2S/Ar ambient. n-type behavior with a mobility of 3.9 cm2V−1s−1
combined with a modest Ion/Ioff ratio of 102–103 was observed in an early report from 2013. Later on,
Zeng et al.[294] sulfurized ALD-grown WO3 films at 900 °C to produce 5 ML thick WS2 films, which
exhibited a mobility of 4.4 cm2V−1s−1 and an Ion/Ioff ratio of 105.

WSe2:
WSe2 is commonly reported to exhibit ambipolar behavior, i.e. it can be operated both as n- and ptype at positive and negative gate voltages, respectively, which is advantageous for use in CMOS
chips. Browning et al.[270] grew few-layer ambipolar WSe2 films using WCl6 and H2Se at 390 C and
achieved very high hole and electron mobilities of 354 and 531 cm 2V−1s−1 and an Ion/Ioff ratio of 105.
These mobility values exceed all previous reports of vapor-grown WSe2 films and flakes (see Ref.
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[38]

and references therein) and even exfoliated flakes.[320] The highest mobilities were obtained using

Pd contacts, whereas Au contacts resulted in slightly lower and Ti contacts in much lower mobilities
(5 and 21 cm2V−1s−1 for holes and electrons, respectively), which highlights the importance of
optimizing TMDC contacts.[309] A further study by the same authors found the performance of the
Pd-contacted devices to be in good agreement with DFT calculations.[271] Unfortunately, the ALD
characteristics of the process have not been examined.
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Table 4. FET performance of ALD-grown crystalline TMDCs. Abbreviations: BOE = buffered oxide etch, NW = nanowire, PI = polyimide.
Precursors

Deposition T [°C] (posttreatment T [°C], atmosphere) a)

Device structure b)

Thick.

Mobility [cm2V−1s−1] c)

n/p
type

Ion/Ioff

Year[Ref.]

MoS2
390

Ti/MoS2*/SiO2/ Si(b)

2 ML

1

n

~103

2015[176]

800

(t)Au/Ti/Al2O3*/MoS2*/SiO2/Si

1 ML

0.2

n

108

2016[177]

420
(+900, Ar)

Au/Ti/MoS2*/Al2O3/SiO2/Si(b)

2 ML

?
?

n
n

~10
~104

2020[196]

375 (800, S)

(t)Au/Cr/Al2O3*/MoS2*/GaN

8 ML

3.5 (2–4)

n

102

2019[197]

300 (900, S)

(t)Au/Cr/Al2O3*/MoS2*/sapphire

5 ML

~3 (2.3–3.2)

n

~103

2019[198]

350 (900, S)

(t)Au/Cr/Al2O3*/MoS2*/sapphire

4 ML

0.56 d)
6.4 (~3–10) e)

n
n

>106
103

2020[202]

400 (900, S)

(t)Pt/Ti/HfO2*/Al2O3/MoS2*/SiO2 NW
(t)Pt/Ti/Al2O3*/MoS2*/SiO2/Si planar

~5 nm

0.02
0.01

n
n

4.3×102
3.5×102

2020[199]

375 (800, inert)
(+ 400, CS2)

(t)Pt/Cr/Al2O3*/MoS2*/sapphire

4 ML

0.009 (0.002–0.014)
0.48 (0.12–0.75)

n
n

~5
5×102

2019[201]

MoF6 + H2S

700

Au/Ti/MoS2*/ SiO2/Si(b)

1 ML

0.1

n

106

2019[178]

Mo(CO)6 + EtSSEt

250 (450, Ar)

Au/Ti/MoS2*/ SiO2/Si(b)

5 ML

10.6±2.6 f)
0.004 g)

n
p

108
103

2017[118]

Mo(CO)6 + S(SiMe3)2

150 (800, S)

(t)Au/Cr/Al2O3*/MoS2*/sapphire

4 ML

~6 (2–11)

p

103

2018[218]

Mo(NMe2)4 + H2S

80 (1000, S)

?

?

0.23

n

102

2017[226]

MoCl5 + H2S

MoCl5 + S(SiMe3)2

MoO3 →MoS2
Mo(CO)6 + O2 plasma

155 (400, Ar + 500, S + 900, S)

(t)Au/Cr/Al2O3*/MoS2*/sapphire

1 ML
2 ML
4 ML

0.57 (0.22–1.41)
1.5 (0.7–2.4)
6.2 (2.6–10.7)

n
n
n

104
104
5×103

2017[281]

155 (400, Ar + 500, S + 900, S)

(t)Au/Cr/Al2O3*/MoS2*/SiO2/Si
Au/Cr/MoS2*/ SiO2/Si(b)

4 ML
4 ML

0.31 (0.09–0.84)
1.7 (0.25–5.6)

n
n

105
>103

2020[282]

12 nm

0.0076
0.011

n
n

3.9×102
6.2×102

2017[241]

SnS2
Sn(NMe2)4 + H2S

150 (300, S/H2)

Au/Ni/SnS2*/ SiO2/Si(b)
Au/Ni/SnS2*/ ZrO2*/SiO2/Si(b)
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Au/Ni/ZrO2*/ SnS2*/ZrO2*/ SiO2/Si(b)

0.06

n

6.4×103

150 (100–350 (multi-step), H2S)

Au/Ni/SnS2*/SiO2/Si(b)

4 ML
6 ML

0.06
0.08

n
n

105
8.3×106

2019[242]

150 (100–350 (multi-step), H2S)

Au/Ni/SnS2*/SiO2/Si(b)
Au/Ni/SnS2*/SiO2/Si(b) (BOE-treated)

7 ML
10 ML

0.22
0.31

n
n

2.9×105
6.5×105

2019[243]

Sn(OAc)4 + H2S

150 (250, H2S)

?/SnS2*/SiO2/Si(b)

2 ML
5–6 ML

0.009
0.07

n
n

7.5×105
4.8×107

2020[70]

Sn(dmamp)2 + H2S plasma

150 + 240
(+ 300, H2S)

Au/Ti/SnS2*/SiO2/Si(b)

10 ML
10 ML

n
n
n

2×106
106
106

2019[251]

Au/Ti/Al2O3*/SnS2*/Al2O3*/PI/Ti/Au(b)

0.2 h)
0.8 i)
0.57±0.02 i)

24 nm

0.014

n

2×103

2018[289]

5 ML

0.0004
0.02

n
n

103
105

2018[288]

SnS →SnS2
Sn(NMe2)4 + H2S

170 (450, H2S)

Au/Ni/SnS2*/SiO2/Si(b)
SnO →SnS2

Sn(dmamp)2 + H2O

120 (350, H2S)
(+350, H2S plasma)

Au/Ti/SnS2*/Al2O3/SiO2/Si(b)
WS2

WCl6 + H2S

390

Au/Ti/WS2*/SiO2/Si(b)

4 ML

12

n

~104

2015[258]

WF6 + H2 plasma + H2S

450

Mo/Al2O3/WS2*/SiO2/Si(b)

?

-

p

>105

2018[111]

WO3 → WS2
WH2(iPrCp)2 + O2 plasma

300 (1000, H2S)

(t)Au/Ti/HfO2*/WS2*/SiO2/Si

1 ML

3.9

n

102–103

2013[291]

W(NtBu)2(NMe2)2 + O2 plasma

180 (900, S/H2)

Au/WS2*/SiO2/Si(b)

5 ML

4.5

n

105

2018[294]

WSe2
WCl6 + H2Se

390

Pd/WSe2*/SiO2/Si(b)
Ti/WSe2*/SiO2/Si(b)

?

354/531 j)
5/21 j)

p/n
p/n

105

2016[270]

WCl6 + SEt2

700

Pd/WSe2*/SiO2/Si(b)

3 ML

2.2

p

105

2016[272]

a)

For brevity, inert components (N2, Ar) of reactive atmospheres are omitted; b) The structure is listed from top (electrodes) to bottom (substrate).
The TMDC channel is bolded and ALD-grown layers are indicated by an asterisk (*). The gate is marked by t (top gate) or b (bottom gate); c) The
mobility values in parenthesis represent the device-to-device variation, if reported; d) 120 min annealing; e) 30 min annealing; f) SEt2 pretreatment;
g)
No pretreatment; h) As-deposited; i) Annealed; j) Hole/electron (p-type/n-type) mobility.
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4.1.2. Photodetectors
ALD TMDCs have also been studied as photodetectors, which are important components for
many modern and future technologies from biomedical imaging, digital cameras, and internet
of things to optical communications.[321,322] Obviously, different end uses require
photodetectors operating at different wavelengths and with different characteristics. Out of the
many photodetector performance indicators, the most common is photoresponsivity (R), which
is defined as the measured photocurrent (I) divided by the power of the incident light (P).[321,322]
The response speed is also crucial and commonly quantified as the rise (decay) time defined as
the time to reach 90% (10%) of the photocurrent after the light source is turned on (off).
There are different types of photodetectors, including photodiodes, photoresistors,
phototransistors, photothermoelectrics, and bolometers depending on the structure and
mechanism of operation.[322] The first two have been examined for ALD TMDCs (Table 5).
Photodiodes, which can operate without an external bias, have been constructed using 1 ML
thick MoS2 films grown on a 2 ML WSe2 flake[177] or on graphene[178], resulting in
photoresponsivities of 33 and 241 mA W–1, respectively.
Most of the examined devices are photoresistors (photoconductors), in which photogenerated
charge carriers are separated by an external electric field applied between two electrodes,
resulting in a measurable photocurrent.[321] Mattinen et al.[174] demonstrated photoresistors
consisting of HfS2 and ZrS2 films capped with a protective Al xSiyOz layer (Figure 12a).
Responsivity values of 0.18 and 50 mA W–1 for 405 nm light were observed for HfS2 and ZrS2
under typical measurement conditions. The use of a higher bias voltage and a lower laser power
density increased the responsivity of ZrS2 up to 1.25 A W–1. Mattinen et al.[70] performed also
preliminary studies using SnS2 films as photoresistors. The photoresponsivity of the SnS 2
devices on soda lime glass was low (20–40 A W–1 for 450 nm light).
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Song et al.[278] constructed photoresistors using 5 ML thick MoS2, WS2 and Mo1-xWxS2 alloy
films with a vertically graded composition that were obtained by sulfurization of respective
oxide films using a two-step H2S-treatment at 600 and 800 °C. The highest responsivity for
white light was obtained using the graded alloy, although no performance indicators were
calculated.

Figure 12. a) Photodetector with an 8 nm ALD ZrS2 film including the photodetector output
(current) and cross-sectional TEM image of the ZrS2 film. b) Schematic and output of a NO2
gas sensor based on a 3 ML ALD WSe2 film. MoS2-based biosensor: c) schematic of sensor
fabrication (AAO = anodic aluminum oxide, MCH = 6-mercaptohexanol, SA = streptavidin),
d) schematic of operation (AA = ascorbic acid, CB = conduction band, VB = valence band),
and e) sensor response (current) to different concentrations of microRNA-155 under 450 nm
illumination. a) Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY license. [174] Copyright 2019 Authors.
b) Reproduced with permission.[273] Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society. c–e)
Reproduced with permission.[188] Copyright 2020, WILEY‐VCH Verlag GmbH.
Dai and coworkers published a series of reports[285–287] on MoSe2 photodetectors prepared by
selenizing ALD-grown MoO3 films at 820 to 900 °C in a Se/H2/Ar atmosphere. While there
were some differences in the selenization process, it seems that the main explanation for the
different performance was the change in the film thickness. In comparable measurement
conditions, the responsivity increased from 8.6 to 859 to 1300 mA W –1 with the thickness
increasing from 3 to 6 to 13 ML. It should be noted that a much larger responsivity of 100 A
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W–1 was also measured at a much lower incident power (0.026 versus 0.4 mW cm –2). The
observed increase of photoresponsivity with decreasing incident power is very strong even for
a 2D material, for which such a phenomenon is typical. Often, the strong dependence of
responsivity on incident power is attributed to presence of traps and defects in the films, which
enable a very high responsivity at a low light intensity.[323,324]
Comparison of the performance of ALD TMDC photodetectors to each other as well as to the
literature is complicated by the large variation in the literature results (e.g. for single ML MoS 2
photodetectors photoresponsivities from 10–3 to 104 A W–1 have been reported)[322] and
measurement conditions, such as the incident light intensity and wavelength and the electric
field between the electrodes. In general, it seems that the the photoresponsivities and response
times of the ALD TMDC photodetectors lay around the middle range of values reported for 2D
TMDC photodetectors.[321,322,325] There is therefore potential to further improve their
performance, for example by increasing light absorbtion using thicker films or films of direct
band gap material ReS2 or perhaps three-dimensional substrates. Improvement of film quality
should be pursued especially to obtain more quickly responding photodetectors. However, the
presence of defects may even be beneficial to increase photoresponsivity at the cost of response
time via a photogating mechanism.[323]
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Table 5. Photodetector performance of ALD-grown TMDCs. All of the examined films were crystalline. Abbreviations: IDE = interdigitated electrode,
R = photoresponsivity, SLG = soda lime glass.
Precursors

Deposition T [°C] (posttreatment T [°C], atmosphere)

Device structure b)

Thickness

R [mA W–1]

10 nm

0.18

a)

λ [nm] / P [mW
cm–2]

Rise /
decay time
[ms]

3.3×104

405 / 22

<100 / 300

2019[174]

Field [V m–1]
c)

Year
[Ref.]

HfS2
HfCl4 + H2S

400

(r) AlxSiyOz*/HfS2*/Au/SLG
MoS2

MoCl5 + H2S

900

(d) Au/Ti/MoS2*/WSe2/SiO2/Si

1 ML

33

?

? / 1.4

?

2016[177]

MoF6 + H2S

700

(d) Au/Ti/MoS2*/graphene/SiO2/Si

1 ML

241

2.5×104

650 / 4×105

?

2019[178]

5 ML

?

5×104

white light

?

2015[278]

Mo1–xWxOy → Mo1–xWxS2
Mo(CO)6 + O2 plasma
& WH2(iPrCp)2 + O2
plasma

300 (600 + 1000, H2S)

(r) Au/Ti/Mo1–xWxS2*/SiO2/Si

MoO3 → MoSe2
Mo(CO)6 + O2 plasma

162 (820, Se/H2)

(r) Au/Ti/MoSe2*/SiO2/Si

3 ML

8.6

106 (IDE)

638 / 40

50 / 50

2018[285]

? (850, Se/H2)

(r) Au/Ti/MoSe2*/SiO2/Si

6 ML

859

106 (IDE)

638 / 40

40 / 38

2019[286]

162 (900, Se/H2)

(r) Au/Ti/MoSe2*/SiO2/Si

13 ML

1×105
1.3×103

106 (IDE)
106 (IDE)

638 / 0.026
638 / 40

40 / 22

2018[287]

5 nm

3×10–2

1.7×105

450 / 22

?

2020[70]

8 nm

50
1.25×103

3.3×104
1.7×105

405 / 22
405 / 0.087

35 / 230
840 / 840

2019[174]

SnS2
Sn(OAc)4 + H2S

150 (250, H2S)

(r) Au/SnS2*/SLG
ZrS2

ZrCl4 + H2S

400

(r) AlxSiyOz*/ZrS2*/Au/SLG

a)

For brevity, inert components (N2, Ar) of reactive atmospheres are omitted; b) The structure is listed from top to bottom (substrate). The absorber
layers are bolded and ALD-grown layers are indicated by an asterisk (*). Device type is indicated by r (photoresistor) or d (photodiode); c) Field
represents the electric field between electrodes calculated from the applied bias and electrode separation, which has a strong effect on
photoresponsivity.
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4.1.3. Gas sensors
In addition to FETs and photodetectors, ALD TMDCs have been studied as chemoresistive gas
sensors (Table 6), which exhibit a change of resistance upon a change in the atmosphere and
gases present. Most of the studies have focused on detection of NO2, a toxic gas emitted to the
atmosphere from combustion of fossil fuels that is harmful even at levels below 1 ppm. [326] An
important part of gas sensor studies is to examine cross-sensitivity to other gases, which should
ideally be low. In addition, useful gas sensors should respond and recover quickly during and
after exposure to changes in atmosphere and should preferably be operated at low temperatures
or even room temperature.
The change in conductivity in TMDC sensors is thought to be due to mainly charge transfer
caused by physisorption of gas molecules. For example, on adsorption of electron-withdrawing
(oxidizing) NO2, electrons are transferred from the TMDC to NO2, which increases the
resistance of n-type semiconductors. Electron-donating (reducing) gases, such as acetone,
decrease the resistance of n-type TMDCs. For p-type TMDCs, the situation is reversed.
Therefore, the major carrier type of the sensor and the nature of the gases have to be taken into
account when evaluating gas sensor characteristics, such as response (see Table 6 for both
results and definitions). Advantageously, the low thickness and large surface area of TMDCs
can result in extremely high sensitivity compared to conventional gas sensors. [327]
In the first demonstration of an ALD TMDC gas sensor, Ko et al. [292] prepared 1 to 4 ML thick
WS2 sensors by sulfurizing ALD WO3 films at 1000 °C under an Ar/H2S ambient. The 4 ML
sensor exhibited the highest responses of 52% and –105% against 500 ppm NO 2 and 10 ppm
acetone, respectively. The response to NO2 increased 12-fold when the sensor was
functionalized by silver nanowires, which was attributed to catalytic effects on adsorption of
NO2 on the nanowires, while the response to acetone decreased slightly.
In another study, Ko et al.336 achieved a high response of 4140% against 500 ppm of NO2 using
a three-monolayer WSe2 film deposited by the WCl6+SEt2 SLS process (Figure 12b). The
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observed slow recovery (>85 min) of the sensor at room temperature was improved by either
increasing the operation temperature from room temperature to 100 °C (21.5 min) or more
dramatically by adding NH3 in the purge gas (43 s), both of which accelerated removal of
adsorbed NO2. It is to be noted that the sensor also exhibited a strong response of opposite sign
toward NH3, namely –1750% against 500 ppm of NH3.
Functionalization of TeO2 nanowires by ALD SnS2 has also been explored for gas sensors
toward NO2, H2S, NH3, and SO2. However, in this case the SnS2 coating led to a decrease of
response compared to the pristine nanowires.[245] The decrease may be due to the p-type nature
of TeO2 in contrast to n-type SnS2 (the overall sensor response toward NO2 was p-type) and
unfavorable energy alignment between TeO2 and SnS2, among other factors.
Pyeon et al.[252] used the Sn(dmamp)2+H2S plasma process to grow SnS2 films that were used
as flexible NO2 sensors. Coating the polyimide substrate with ALD Al 2O3 prior to the SnS2
growth transformed the morphology of the SnS2 films from smooth to rough. The rough films
exhibited improved response compared to smoother films deposited at lower temperatures or
directly on polyimide. Response as high as 30 900% against 1 ppm of NO 2 and an estimated
limit of detection as low as 0.29 ppt were reached. The sensor exhibited excellent selectivity
(low response) against several reducing gases.
The response of the SnS2 sensor toward NO2 was very high compared to the other sensors
discussed here as well as other TMDC and metal oxide based NO2 sensors reported in literature
(Refs.[252,326] and references therein). However, although the response time was not studied in
detail, it is apparent that the slow response of the ALD SnS2 sensor as well as most of the other
sensors discussed here needs to be improved in the future. Considering that many ALD TMDC
processes produce rough films, ALD should be a promising method for preparing gas sensors.
Testing more ALD films of different materials, thicknesses, and morphologies as gas sensors
in the future is encouraged.
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Table 6. Gas sensor performance of crystalline ALD-grown TMDCs. Abbreviations: IDE =
interdigitated electrode, NW = nanowire, RT = room temperature.
Precursors

Deposition T [°C]
(post-treatment T [°C],
atmosphere) a)

Structure b)

Thickness

Gas,
concentration
[ppm]

Response
[%] c)

n/p, Operating T [°C]

Year
[Ref.]

SnS2
Sn(dmamp)2
+ H2S
plasma

Sn(NMe2)4 +
H2S

240

Au/Ti(IDE)/SnS2*/Al2O3*/PI

210
180
240

Au/Ti(IDE)/SnS2*/Al2O3*/PI
Au/Ti(IDE)/SnS2*/Al2O3*/PI
Au/Ti(IDE)/SnS2*/PI

150 (350,
H2S)

Au/Ti(IDE)/SnS2*/TeO2 NW/Si

? nm

NO2, 1
NO2, 0.1
H2, 1
Acetone, 1
Ethanol, 1
NH3, 1
H2S, 1
CO, 10
NO2, 1
NO2, 1
NO2, 1

30 900
3 000
–3
–9
–8
–14
–41
0
10 900
4 100
4 200

n, RT

2020[252]

~50 nm

NO2, 10
H2S, 10
NH3, 10
SO2, 10
NO2, 10

1.8
~1
~1.5
~0.3
10.6

p, 50

2019[245]

NO2, 500
Acetone, 10
NO2, 500
Acetone, 10
NO2, 500
Acetone, 10

16
–44
52
–105
667
–54

p, 100

2016[292]

NO2, 400
NO2, 10
NH3, 500
CO2, 500
Acetone, 10
NO2, 400

4140
162
–1750
–61
–20
~3000

p, RT

2018[273]

Au/Ti(IDE)/TeO2 NW/Si
WO3 → WS2
i

WH2( PrCp)2
+ O2 plasma

300 (1000,
H2S)

Au/Cr/WS2*/SiO2/Si

1 ML
4 ML

Au/Cr/Ag NW/WS2*/SiO2/Si

4 ML
WSe2

WCl6 + SEt2

700

Pd(IDE)/WSe2*/SiO2/Si

3 ML

a)

100
b)

For brevity, inert components (N2, Ar) of reactive atmospheres are omitted; The structure
is listed from top (electrode) to bottom (substrate). The sensing layers are bolded and ALDgrown layers are indicated by an asterisk (*) in the structure; c) The response of n-type sensors
for oxidizing gases was defined as ((Rg–R0)/R0)×100% (alternately written as ((I0–Ig)/Ig)∙100%)
whereas the formula ((R0–Rg)/Rg)×100% was used for reducing gases (Rg and R0 represent the
resistance upon exposure to the analyte gas and the baseline resistance, respectively). For ptype semiconductors, the first formula was used for reducing gases and the second for oxidizing
ones.
4.1.3. Biosensors
TMDCs are promising materials for selective and sensitive detection of various biomolecules.
Different approaches including electrochemical, photoelectrochemical (PEC), FET-based, and
optical sensors have been reported in the 2D literature.[328,329] For ALD TMDCs, MoS2 and
MoS2-ReS2 heterostructures were recently used as PEC biosensors to detect specific microRNA
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molecules considered as biomarkers for cancer. The PEC biosensors can also be viewed as
advanced photodetectors.
Taking advantage of the excellent conformality of ALD, Jiao et al. [188] prepared rough MoS2
films on high-surface area anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) substrates using MoCl 5 and H2S. In
order to achieve sufficient sensitivity and selectivity, gold nanoparticles were evaporated on
top of the MoS2 films followed by addition of a thiol-terminated RNA probe (SH-RNA) that
binds to Au from the thiol end and selectively interacts with the miRNA-155 analyte via
complementary bases (Figure 12c). After exposure to the analyte, unreacted Au nanoparticles
were capped with 6-mercaptohexanol (MCH) and the formed miRNA155-SH-RNA
complementary RNA strands with streptavidin (SA) to prevent false positives. The amount of
miRNA-155 could then be determined by measuring the photocurrent upon illumination by a
450 nm laser in a solution containing 0.1 M ascorbic acid (AA) and 0.1 M KCl. The
photocurrent decreased due to the adsorbed miRNA-155, which can be understood by steric
hindrance on the surface caused by the adsorbed macromolecules preventing AA from reaching
the rough electrode surface (Figure 12d,e). Linear response (decrease of photocurrent) was
achieved in the range of 0.01 fM to 0.01 nM of miRNA-155, while the detection limit was as
low as 3 aM for the optimized device. These values are excellent compared to previously
reported sensors.[188] The sensor was also shown to be highly selective even against a RNA
strand where only one base was changed to a non-complementary one. Finally, successful
quantitative detection of miRNA-155 from human serum was demonstrated, which is an
important step toward practical applications.
In another report from the same group, Liu et al.[189] fabricated MoS2-ReS2 based biosensors on
indium tin oxide substrates. Interestingly, despite pulsing both MoCl 5 and ReCl5 during the
same cycle at 400 °C, it was claimed that MoS2-ReS2 heterostructures were formed instead of
Mo2–xRexS2 alloys. The formation of heterostructures was speculated to increase charge carrier
lifetimes, which improves the sensitivity of the biosensor. Indeed, the photocurrent of the
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optimized sample containing approximately 70% ReS 2 with 30% MoS2 was 7 and 59 times
higher compared to pure ReS2 and MoS2, respectively, before functionalization. Using a similar
functionalization of the sensor described above but with a different probe strand, the biosensor
was designed to be selective toward miRNA-21, which has three different bases compared to
miRNA-155. A very broad linear range from 10 aM to 1 nM was achieved with a detection
limit of 2.8 aM along with good selectivity against miRNA-155 and other related miRNA
molecules.

4.2. Electrocatalysis and Photocatalysis
ALD TMDCs have been studied for electrocatalytic, photoelectrocatalytic (PEC), and
photocatalytic applications (Figure 13a and Table 7–9). In most cases, films from a few to 50
nm thick that have been deposited at relatively low temperatures of 300 °C or less have been
used. The low crystallinity or even amorphous nature of the films is often beneficial for catalytic
applications. In many cases, the TMDC films have been deposited on high aspect ratio
substrates to improve the catalyst performance. The excellent conformality and scalability of
ALD are valuable assets for preparation of TMDC catalysts. ALD TMDCs also hold promise
in producing cost-effective catalysts, although further efforts to this end are needed. Better
understanding of process-structure-performance relations of ALD TMDC electrocatalysts is
also necessary. The most studied catalytic application of ALD TMDCs has been the
electrocatalytic water splitting with a smaller number of studies on photoelectrochemical
catalysis (usually water splitting using TMDCs in combination with bulk semiconductors) as
well as photocatalysis.
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Figure 13. a) Overview of thickness and processing temperature of ALD TMDCs evaluated for
electrocatalytic and photocatalytic applications (data from Table 2 and 3). b) Schematic of a
conventional electrolytic water splitting device (electrolyzer). c) OER (top row), HER (middle
row), and total (bottom row) water splitting reactions and the corresponding thermodynamic
potentials (E0, versus reversible hydrogen electrode RHE) in acidic and alkaline conditions. [330]
d) HER volcano plot of exchange current density j0 illustrating inherent catalytic activity of
MoS2 and several metals as a function of the DFT-calculated Gibbs free energy of adsorbed
atomic hydrogen (ΔGH).[331] e) Schematic of ΔGH on basal planes and edges of MoS2 and the
required electron hopping between MoS2 layers.[332] f) Overpotential η10 of ALD TMDC HER
electrocatalysts (data from Table 7). Only studies where film thickness and processing
temperature were reported are included. b,c) Reproduced with permission.[330] Copyright 2018,
American Chemical Society. d) Reproduced with permission.[331] Copyright 2014, The Royal
Society of Chemistry. e) Reproduced with permission. [332] Copyright 2020, WILEY‐VCH
Verlag GmbH.
4.2.1. Electrocatalytic Water Splitting: Hydrogen Evolution Reaction
In the electrocatalytic water splitting, water is broken down into hydrogen and oxygen gases
(Figure 13b). The reduction of H+ at the cathode is called hydrogen evolution reaction (HER),
while the oxidation of O2– at the anode is termed oxygen evolution reaction (OER). Highly
conductive electrolytes are beneficial for electrolysis, so water splitting is usually performed in
either strongly acidic or alkaline conditions, which affects the reactions taking place (Figure
13c). In early stage research, such as the studies discussed here, HER is usually performed in
acidic conditions and OER in alkaline conditions, which results in integration challenges for
practical applications.[330–334]
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Hydrogen is by far the more valuable of the two gases produced. H 2 is currently mainly
produced by natural gas reforming.[335] Hydrogen produced by electrolytic water splitting using
renewable electricity, such as wind or solar electricity, has great potential to replace or at least
supplement the hydrogen of fossil fuel origin for chemical industry. Furthermore, burning
hydrogen in fuel cells (“water splitting in reverse”) enables the use of H2 as a clean fuel for
transportation and to balance the intermittent electricity production from renewable
sources.[333,335]
Effective electrocatalysts are required to improve the reaction kinetics of both HER and OER.
An increased activity corresponds to a decrease of the overpotential η above the minimum
thermodynamic potential of 1.23 V that needs to be applied in order to achieve a sufficient
hydrogen/oxygen production rate (current density). The first step of HER is the reductive
adsorption of a proton onto the catalyst (Volmer step), which is followed by either a reaction
between the adsorbed hydrogen atom with a proton (Heyrovsky step) or between two adsorbed
hydrogen atoms (Tafel step) producing H2. It is commonly accepted that an ideal HER catalyst
should have an atomic hydrogen adsorption energy (ΔGH) that is close to zero, which results in
a large exchange current density j0 (current density at the thermodynamic potential). Using this
metric, it can be seen that TMDCs such as MoS2 are promising cost-effective alternatives to the
platinum-group metals, which are the best known HER electrocatalysts (Figure
13d).[331,333,334,336]
Two additional figures of merit for HER that we will use in our discussion throughout the
section are the overpotential η needed to reach a current density of 10 mA cm–2 (denoted η10)
as well as the Tafel slope, i.e. the increase in overpotential required to increase the current
density by an order of magnitude. For high HER activity, the exchange current density should
be as large as possible, whereas both the overpotential and Tafel slope should be as small as
possible.[337]
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For applications that require high current densities, such as current commercial electrolyzers
(1–10 A cm–2), the Tafel slope is the most important metric, whereas for low current density
applications, including PEC HER (~5–20 mA cm–2), a high j0 is more important.[333] Obviously,
the stability of the catalyst in the harsh operating conditions is also crucial and becomes even
more important for OER that is run in strongly oxidizing conditions.[331,333] For TMDCs, the
cost of the elements is generally not an issue unlike with the platimum group metals, yet costeffective deposition methods are necessary.
The unsaturated edge sites, in particular metal atoms, of TMDCs have small ΔGH and have been
identified as the active sites for HER, whereas the basal planes have a large ΔGH due to their
inert nature and are usually inactive toward HER (Figure 13e).[27,331,338] Rough or porous and
nanocrystalline, highly defective or even amorphous TMDC films generally exhibit the largest
density of active sites and therefore the highest activity, [331,332,336,337,339] which is also apparent
in the ALD TMDC studies (Figure 13f) that will be discussed in detail below. A high electrical
conductivity minimizes the charge transfer losses in the films and favors metastable metallic
1T’ and amorphous phases of MoS2 and WS2.[340] Metallic group 5 TMDCs have recently
emerged as promising HER catalysts due to their high conductivity combined with the HER
activity of their basal planes,[341,342] although ALD studies on these materials are still lacking.
The HER activity, conductivity, and surface area of the substrate should be taken into account
when comparing different studies, especially when total electrode activity metrics such as
overpotential and Tafel slope are used.[336] For example, certain substrates, such as transition
metals (e.g. for Au η10 = 220 mV, Tafel slope 88 mV dec–1), are active HER catalysts by
themselves, which is especially important if the deposited film is non-continuous. [213] The
substrate may also make an important contribution to the charge transfer losses if it is not highly
conductive. Some substrates have large specific surface areas due to roughness or porosity,
which is usually not taken into account when calculating the current density using the projected
area of the electrode, resulting in a higher apparent performance.
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MoS2:
MoS2 is a commonly studied and promising HER catalyst, in both crystalline and amorphous
forms, although the amorphous form shows varying S/Mo stoichiometry and is not a 2D
material.[343] In the first studies using ALD TMDC catalysts, approximately 10 nm thick MoS 2
films grown by the Mo(CO)6+MeSSMe process at 100 °C were found to exhibit good HER
activity on both high surface area carbon fiber paper (CFP; η10 = 250 mV, Tafel slope 56 mV
dec–1)[214] and flat Au substrates (η10 = 280 mV, Tafel slope 47 mV dec–1).[213] Interestingly,
despite the identical preparation conditions, the films on Au were amorphous[213] whereas those
on CFP were partially nanocrystalline.[214]
Ho et al.[191] grew MoS2 films on a gold substrate from MoCl5 and H2S that crystallized in the
metastable metallic 1T phase, which was stated as the reason for the high catalytic activity
(η10 = 260 mV, Tafel slope 60 mV dec–1). However, no saturation of the ALD reactions were
shown and the films were non-uniform over the substrates, which suggests the presence of
etching or other parasitic reactions.
Amorphous molybdenum thiolate hybrid films deposited on a gold substrate by MacIsaac et
al.[211] from Mo(CO)6 and HS(CH2)2SH were also shown to be highly active in HER, reaching
an overpotential of 294 mV (Figure 14a) and a Tafel slope of 52 mV dec–1 (Figure 14b). The
authors also determined turn-over frequency (TOF) of surface sites, which gives the HER
activity of individual sites rather than that of the complete electrodes. The TOF of the thiolate
films was found to be comparable to deliberately nanostructured forms of MoS 2 (Figure 14c).
Crystalline MoS2 films produced by annealing exhibited poorer activity compared to the hybrid
thiolate films as shown in Figure 14a–c. Nevertheless, even the annealed films performed better
than flat MoS2 films measured for comparison.
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Figure 14. Electrochemical characterization of ALD MoS2 and MoS2 thiolate HER catalysts:
a) cyclic voltammograms, b) Tafel plots, and c) turn-over frequency (TOF) plot of a Mo-thiolate
film as-deposited (Mo(CO)6+HS(CH2)2SH) and after annealing in a H2S/H2 ambient at 350 C.
A flat MoS2 film and in c) different nanostructured forms of MoS2 are included for
comparison.[211] Characterization of MoS2 films of different phases as HER catalysts: d) cyclic
voltammograms, e) 24-hour chronopotentiometric response, and f) Mo K-edge Fourier
transform extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) of MoS2 films showing bond
lengths in different phases. Am = amorphous.[223] Effect of annealing temperature on HER
activity of ALD MoS2: g) overpotential η10 versus annealing temperature (A = as-deposited,
upper (black) and lower (red) curves represent MoS2 on low-density and high-density graphene
foam substrates, respectively) and h) cross-sectional TEM image of MoS 2 film deposited using
Mo(NMe2)4 and H2S at 100 °C after annealing at 500 °C (MLG = multilayer graphene). [228] a–
c) Reproduced with permission.[211] Copyright 2018, WILEY‐VCH Verlag GmbH. d–f)
Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY license.[223] Copyright 2019 Authors. g,h)
Reproduced with permission.[228] Copyright 2020, The Royal Society of Chemistry.
Sharma et al.[105] deposited crystalline 2H-MoS2 films using Mo(NtBu)2(NMe2)2 and H2S
plasma and achieved a modest overpotential of 487 mV at 10 mA cm –2 and a Tafel slope of 99
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mV dec–1. The HER performance was independent of the film thickness in the range of 15–
100+ nm, which was attributed to saturation of electrochemically active surface area.
An insightful study by Wu et al.[223] compared the activity of amorphous and 2H-MoS 2 films
deposited by the Mo(NtBu)2(NMe2)2+H2S plasma process at 250 and 450 °C, respectively. 1TMoS2, which is known to be highly HER active, was produced by post-deposition lithiation
treatment applied to the 2H-films. Amorphous MoS 2 exhibited superior activity to the 2H-MoS2
and superior stability to the 1T-MoS2 films (Figure 14d,e). The excellent activity of amorphous
MoS2 was attributed to presence of shorter Mo-Mo bonds (Figure 14f) as well as its higher
electrical conductivity compared to 2H-MoS2. The overpotential and Tafel slopes of 230 mV
and 42 mV dec–1 are excellent, especially considering that the glassy carbon substrate does not
have a very high surface area. Additional experiments on similar films reported in the PhD
thesis of Sharma[222] also showed the improved activity of amorphous MoS2 over 2H-MoS2,
and demonstrated that the use of high-surface area CFP substrates further improved the
performance of amorphous MoS2.
Cao et al.[227] deposited amorphous MoS2 films on TiO2 nanotubes using Mo(NMe2)4 and H2S
at 95 C. The excellent HER performance, including a low η 10 of 189 mV and stable operation
for 36 h, was attributed to the amorphous nature of the films as well as to the large surface area
of the nanotubular substrate. When using a planar TiO2 substrate instead, η10 was observed to
be much higher, approximately 450 mV.
Teich et al.[228] deposited amorphous MoS2 films on graphene foam using Mo(NMe2)4 and H2S
at 80 C. The as-deposited amorphous film showed good HER performance (η 10 = 247 mV,
Tafel slope 71 mV dec–1 on high-density graphene foam), which was further improved upon
crystallization by annealing in a sulfur ambient at 500 °C (η10 = 180 mV, Tafel slope 47 mV
dec–1) as shown in Figure 14g,h. The films annealed at 500 °C had a rather small grain size of
approximately 10 nm and appeared defective, which was deemed beneficial for high HER
activity. Annealing at 300 °C was insufficient to crystallize the films and caused a smaller
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improvement compared to the as-deposited films, while annealing at 800 °C resulted in a higher
crystalline quality but decreased the HER performance. Thus, a highly defective crystalline
MoS2 film was in this case found to perform better than the amorphous film. In addition, highdensity graphene foam was found to be a better support compared to low-density graphene foam
(Figure 14g), which was attributed to the higher surface area (per geometric area) of the highdensity foam.
Wang et al.[275] sulfurized MoO3 films that were deposited on a high-surface area CFP substrate
at 165 °C using Mo(CO)6 and O3. After sulfurization at 600 °C in a sulfur ambient, reasonably
high HER activity with a Tafel slope of 98 mV dec–1 was obtained. Lithiation of the films
transformed them into the 1T phase and greatly improved the HER activity (η 10 = 168 mV,
Tafel slope 44 mV dec–1).
Encouragingly, the performance of ALD MoS2 films stands in comparison to other reports on
MoS2 as well as other non-platinum metal HER catalysts. Bulk MoS2 has poor HER activity
(η10 = 1000–1500 mV, Tafel slope above 100 mV dec–1),[344] whereas flat MoS2 films are
generally more active (η10 ≈ 400–500 mV, Tafel slope approximately 100 mV dec–1).[211,344]
The best ALD catalysts are able to compete with some of the very best results of the myriad of
carefully tailored MoS2 HER catalysts on high surface area substrates (see Refs. [331,332,336,337,339]
and references therein) including hydrothermally synthesized, highly defective 2H MoS 2
nanosheets on reduced graphene oxide (η10 = 190 mV, Tafel slope 41 mV dec–1),[345] chemically
exfoliated 1T MoS2 nanosheets on graphite (η10 =187 mV, Tafel slope 43 mV dec–1),[346] and
hydrothermally produced amorphous MoS 2 on carbon nanotubes (η10 =110 mV, Tafel slope
40 mV dec–1).[347] Perhaps the best results on flat substrates have been reported for amorphous
powder-like MoSx (η10 = 145 mV, Tafel slope 40 mV dec–1),[348] and a sputtered amorphous
MoSx film (η10 = 180 mV, Tafel slope 45 mV dec–1).[349] Despite comparable performance,
none of these methods can match the conformality, reproducibility, and scalability that ALD
can offer.
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Some directions for further studies that could enable taking ALD MoS 2 HER catalysts toward
practical applications include minimizing the catalyst loading and deposition on affordable
high-surface area substrates. Amorphous films seem to be the most promising and they come
with the added benefit of low deposition temperature, although also defective crystalline films
can perform well. The long-term stability of both amorphous and defective crystalline MoS 2
films in the atmosphere as well as under HER conditions should be carefully studied. Rational
control of the density and amount of defects in crystalline films is also likely to yield further
performance improvements.

WS2:
Good HER performance has also been demonstrated for ALD WS 2 films. Although the results
published so far are not quite on par with the best ALD MoS 2 catalysts, it is likely that the HER
performance of ALD WS2 can be further enhanced. Yeo et al.[266] deposited approximately 20
nm thick, crystalline WS2 films on porous Ni foam using W(CO)6 and H2S plasma at 350 °C.
The high HER activity (η10 = 200 mV, Tafel slope 64 mV dec–1) may be at least partially due
to the large surface area and catalytic activity of the nickel foam (η10 = 240 mV with a high
Tafel slope of 152 mV dec–1.[266] Wu et al.[268] observed an η10 of 320 mV using WS2 films
deposited by W(NtBu)2(NMe2)2 and H2S at 300 C on carbon nanotubes (CNTs), a substrate
which is also active in HER by itself in addition to having a very high surface area.
Balasubramanyam et al.[269] deposited WS2 films using W(NtBu)2(NMe2)2 with either
H2S plasma or H2-diluted H2S plasma (denoted H2/H2S plasma). Different morphologies were
observed with the different plasmas. Relatively dense films with edges exposed on the surface
were deposited using H2S plasma. Using H2/H2S plasma instead, the films were rough and
“flaky” but were electrochemically measured to have a smaller number of active edge sites. The
denser, edge-rich films deposited using the H2S plasma process performed better in HER with
a lower η10 of 394 mV compared to 461 mV for the H2/H2S plasma process.
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Table 7. Electrocatalytic HER performance of ALD grown TMDCs in acidic solution.
Abbreviations: CFP = carbon fiber paper, CNT = carbon nanotubes, GC = glassy carbon, GF
= graphene foam, NT = nanotubes, RHE = reversible hydrogen electrode.
Precursors

Deposition T [°C] Thickness, crystallinity Substrate
(post-treatment T
[°C], atmosphere) a)

η10 [mV
vs. RHE] b)

Tafel slope
j0
[mV dec–1] b) [µA cm–2] b)

Year
[Ref.]

MoS2
~10–20 nm rough film,
cryst. (1T)

260

60

–

2017[191]

250

56

0.8

2016[214]

Au

280

47

0.03

2015[213]

7 nm film, amorp.
? nm film, cryst.

Au

294
327

52 (as-dep.)
105 (ann.)

–

2018[211]

450

~15 nm rough film, cryst.

GC

487

99

1.8

2018[105]

250
450
450 (lithiated)

? nm film, amorp.
? nm film, cryst. (2H)
? nm film, cryst (1T)

GC

~230
~370
~260

42
65
58

–

2019[223]

250
450

~40 nm film, amorp.
~100 nm film, cryst (2H)

GC

281
503

54
94

–

2018[222]

250

? nm film (200 ALD
cycles), amorp.

248

41

1.0

95

20 nm film, amorp.

189

–

–

2019[227]

80
(300, S)
(500, S)
(800, S)

10 nm film, amorp.
~10 nm film, cryst.
~10 nm film, cryst.
~10 nm film, cryst.

247
235
180
261

71 (as-dep.)
58 (ann.)
47 (ann.)
78 (ann.)

9.6
10.9
17.1
9.6

2020[228]

?
168

98 (as-dep.)
44 (lithiated)

100
–

2013[275]

MoCl5 + H2S

250

Mo(CO)6 +
MeSSMe

100

10 nm film, partly
nanocryst.

100

9.4 nm film, amorp.

Mo(CO)6 +
HSCH2CH2SH

155175 (350,
H2S/H2)

Mo(NtBu)2(NMe2)2
+ H2S plasma

Mo(NMe2)4 + H2S

Au
CFP

CFP

c)

c)

TiO2 NTs c)
GF

c)

MoO3→MoS2
Mo(CO)6 + O3

165 (600, S)

~10 nm rough film, cryst.

CFP

c)

WS2
W(CO)6 + H2S
plasma

350

~20 nm film, cryst.

Ni foam c)

200

64

–

2018[266]

W(NtBu)2(NMe2)2 +
H2S

300

~25 nm film, rough,
cryst.

CNT c)

320

−

–

2019[268]

W(NtBu)2(NMe2)2 +
H2S plasma

300

~8 nm film, rough, cryst.

GC

394

122

–

2019[269]

W(NtBu)2(NMe2)2 +
H2/H2S plasma

300

~8 nm film, rough, cryst.

GC

461

129

–

2019[269]

The measurements were performed in aqueous 0.5 M H2SO4 solution except for 0.1 M H2SO4
in Ref. [223] A Pt counter electrode was used except for a graphite electrode in Refs.
[211,213,214,228,275]
a)

For brevity, inert components (N2, Ar) of reactive atmospheres are omitted; b) The current
densities are defined with respect to the projected (geometric) surface areas of the electrodes,
i.e. they do not account for the specific surface areas of the substrate or film; c) High-surface
area substrate. Overpotentials using a low-density foam substrate with a lower surface area were
higher as shown in Figure 14g.
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4.2.2. Electrocatalytic Water Splitting: Oxygen Evolution Reaction
OER has been studied much less compared to the HER, perhaps because O 2 is not as desirable
(valuable) a product as H2. Nevertheless, both reactions are required for water splitting, and the
four-electron OER process requires higher overpotentials compared to HER, which decreases
the overall water splitting efficiency.[331,350] As such, highly active OER catalysts are
desperately needed for efficient water splitting. So far, only two reports have been published
about OER using ALD MoS2 in alkaline conditions (Table 8). Nevertheless, these studies have
shown highly promising results that are comparable to the best MoS 2 and other non-platinum
metal OER catalysts reported in literature (see Refs.[190,331] and references therein), therefore
motivating further studies on the subject.
Xiong et al.[207] deposited rough, crystalline MoS2 films using the Mo(CO)6+H2S process at
200 °C on Co foam, which is a porous OER active substrate. The authors reported an η 10 of 270
mV, which is 200 mV lower compared to the bare Co foam, along with an improved long-term
stability. Huang et al.[190] deposited MoS2 on carbon fiber paper at 450 C using MoCl5 and H2S.
Optimal performance, namely an η10 of 311 mV and a Tafel slope of 66 mV dec–1 was obtained
using an approximately 30 nm thick MoS2 film. A 20 second post-deposition plasma treatment
(atmosphere not specified) decreased the η10 and Tafel slope to 273 mV and 61 mV dec–1,
respectively. The improvement was explained by increased hydrophilicity of the plasma-treated
MoS2, which eases the adsorption of water molecules and release of the formed oxygen bubbles
in the first and last steps of the OER process, respectively.
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Table 8. Electrocatalytic OER performance of ALD grown TMDCs in alkaline conditions
(1 M KOH) using a Pt counter electrode. Abbreviations: CFP = carbon fiber paper.
Precursors

Deposition T
[°C]

MoCl5 + H2S

450

~3 nm rough film, cryst.
~30 nm rough film, cryst.
~30 nm film, plasma treated

CFP c)

Mo(CO)6 + H2S
a)

200

? nm rough films (~5 nm)

Co foam c)

Thickness, crystallinity

Substrate

η10 [mV vs. RHE] Tafel slope
a,b)
[mV dec–1] b)

Year

362
311
273
270

2019[190]

Ref.

MoS2
67
66
61
74

2017[207]

In contrast to HER, the overpotentials are positive with respect to the thermodynamic
potential; b) The current densities are defined with respect to the projected (geometric) surface
areas of the electrodes, i.e. they do not account for the specific surface areas of the substrate or
film; c) High-surface area substrate.
4.2.3. Photoelectrocatalytic Water Splitting
The semiconducting nature and strong visible light absorption of many TMDCs can also be
utilized for photoelectrocatalytic (PEC) water splitting. In the majority of studies so far, ALD
TMDCs have been grown on top of other light-absorbing semiconductors in order to improve
their stability as well as separation of photogenerated charge carriers (Table 9). The lightabsorbing electrode can be set as the photoanode, where PEC OER occurs, or as the
photocathode with PEC HER occurring on the surface. In many early stage studies such as those
reported here, the other water splitting half reaction occurs on a platinum counter electrode.
Many other device schemes can also be used, including a single electrode driving both reactions,
and a tandem arrangement of two photoelectrodes with suitable energy levels, one driving HER
and the other OER. In-depth discussion on PEC water splitting can be found in Refs. [351,352]
For ideal PEC water splitting, no bias is applied between the electrodes, which enables standalone operation with all of the energy supplied by sunlight. The main figure of merit of such a
device is solar-to-hydrogen conversion efficiency, which can be considered analogous to the
power conversion efficiency of solar cells. However, purely solar-driven water splitting is
difficult to achieve and requires carefully chosen (tuned) band gaps, energy level alignments,
charge carrier lifetimes, and so forth. Therefore, in many cases – including all of the studies
discussed below – a bias is applied between the electrodes to increase the current drawn from a
PEC water splitting device.
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Comparison of the device performance under non-zero-bias conditions is not trivial, with
several efficiency metrics proposed and used, including applied bias photon-to-current
efficiency (ABPE), incident photon-to-current efficiency (IPCE, also called external quantum
efficiency, EQE), and absorbed photon-to-current efficiency (APCE, also called internal
quantum efficiency, IQE). A thorough discussion on these metrics can be found in Ref. [352] The
different device structures and materials, measurement conditions, and performance metrics
used make comparison of different studies very difficult. Therefore, we will focus on describing
the roles and improvements brought by ALD TMDC photocathodes and photoanodes in
different studies.

Photocathode:
Photocathodes using ALD TMDC films have been constructed on various substrates and the
PEC HER measurements have been performed in different conditions. Studies that have
examined coating Si with MoS2 are perhaps the most easily compared to the electrocatalysts
described in Section 4.2.1 in terms of their structures as well as measurement conditions. These
studies clearly demonstrate the improved HER performance (e.g. η 10) obtained upon solar
illumination.
Oh et al.[210] deposited MoS2 films on Si using the Mo(CO)6+H2S plasma process at 200 °C.
Although silicon absorbs light efficiently and has suitable energy levels for PEC HER, it suffers
from poor stability and slow HER kinetics. With the MoS2/p-Si photocathodes, a much more
positive potential of +120 mV at 10 mA cm–2 was observed under simulated solar light
illumination compared to the purely electrocatalytic HER (−200 to −500 mV for ALD MoS 2)
or PEC HER using the bare Si substrate (−900 mV). Post-deposition annealing at 600 °C
improved the PEC HER activity, as it resulted in the (002) basal planes of MoS 2 being oriented
away from the Si substrate plane, exposing the catalytically active edge sites of MoS 2.
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Good PEC performance of the n-MoS2/p-Si structure was also demonstrated by Joe et al.[193]
The high activity (η10 = +130 mV, Tafel slope 56 mV dec–1) was attributed to the formation of
a mixture of the metallic 1T and semiconducting 2H phases of MoS2 using the MoCl5+H2S
process at 250–300 °C. The optimal MoS2 thickness was 25 to 35 nm. Thinner films showed
limited improvement in performance over Si, whereas films thicker than 50 nm also behaved
poorly due to increased light absorption in MoS2 (as opposed to Si) and increased charge
transfer resistance. Furthermore, the optimal devices retained a stable current for over 70 hours
of operation in a 0.5 M H2SO4 electrolyte.
Alqahtani et al.[194] deposited a rough, approximately 20 nm thick MoS2 film using MoCl5 and
H2S at 250 °C on a TiO2/GaP/Si photocathode. Although GaP is a promising photoelectrode
material, it suffers from high cost and poor stability, which the authors overcame by growing
GaP as an epitaxial thin film on Si and applying a protective ALD-grown TiO 2 layer on top,
respectively. The rough ALD MoS2 layer functioned as an effective and stable HER catalyst at
pH = 0 operating conditions with a maximum photocurrent density of 0.95 mA cm –2 at –0.8 V
(vs. RHE).
Hellstern et al.[283] sulfurized an ALD MoO3 layer deposited onto a TiO2/CdS/CuGaSe2/FTO
stack (FTO = fluorine-doped tin oxide) at a very low temperature of 200 °C in a H 2S/H2 ambient.
Unfortunately, no characterization of the MoS2 layer was performed. The resulting structure
with CuGaSe2 as an absorber, CdS as a buffer layer, TiO2 as an interfacial layer, and MoS2 as
a HER catalyst was used as a photocathode for PEC HER in a 0.5 M H 2SO4 solution. A HER
onset potential of +0.53 V was obtained, which was clearly superior to that of bare CuGaSe 2
(+0.02 V) or CdS/CuGaSe2 (+0.12 V). An IPCE as high as 53% was obtained at –0.5 V under
450 nm illumination. The MoS2 layer was stable in the operating conditions for 7 h, after which
deterioration occurred. The stability was improved over the CdS/CuGaSe 2/FTO device, but
further enhancement is needed for practical devices.
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Using SnS2 films deposited on FTO-coated glass, Hu et al.[249] achieved both PEC HER
(photocathode) and PEC OER (photoanode) under acidic conditions (0.25 M H 2SO4). However,
the maximum current densities were relatively low, 35.1 and 51.5 A cm–2 for HER and OER
at −0.4 and +1.0 V, respectively. The best performance was observed using a 50 nm thick SnS 2
film deposited at 140 C, which contained some SnS2 nanocrystallites in an amorphous matrix.

Photanode:
Similar to the photocathodes described above, electrodes of different materials and structures
have been coated with ALD TMDCs for use as photoanodes (PEC OER). Hu et al. [247]
constructed nanostructured hollow inverse opal shell (IOS) structures for PEC water splitting
with an aluminum-doped zinc oxide (AZO) layer sandwiched between two 40 nm thick
amorphous SnS2 films deposited using Sn(NMe2)4 and H2S at 150 °C (Figure 15a,b). The
photoanode enabled OER at a current density of 1.05 mA cm–2 at 1.65 V (vs. RHE) under solar
illumination in a neutral 0.5 M Na2SO4 solution. In this structure, light was absorbed by both
AZO and SnS2. Based on the band alignment, it was inferred that the electrons created upon
absorption of light travelled through AZO to the Pt counter electrode, where H 2 was produced.
Holes generated in both AZO and SnS2 ended up at the SnS2 surface, where they took part in
OER. The generated photocurrent was up to eight times higher compared to bare SnS 2 and 19
times higher than that of bare AZO device (Figure 15c). Hu et al.[249] also reported SnS2/FTO
electrodes that could be used as either photocathode or photoanode, as described in the previous
section.
Ho et al.[195] deposited MoS2 on top of CdS nanorods using MoCl5 and H2S at 250 °C in order
to improve the separation of charge carriers generated in CdS as well as to overcome the poor
stability of CdS. The resulting core-sheath structure was used as a photoanode in a 10 vol-%
lactic acid solution (pH = 3). The MoS2 layer increased the photocurrent by 46% up to 1.8 mA
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cm–2 at 0.8 V, increased the IPCE to approximately 55% at 400 nm compared to ~20% for CdS,
and improved the stability of the CdS anode.
Motola et al.[220] grew MoS2 films on TiO2 nanotubes at 275 °C using one to five cycles of the
Mo(NtBu)2(NMe2)2+H2S process. The best performance as a photoanode in PEC in a neutral
0.1 M Na2SO4 solution under monochromatic illumination was achieved using two ALD cycles.
The deposited MoS2 extended the activity of the catalyst from UV to visible range, up to a
wavelength of approximately 600 nm compared to 400 nm for TiO 2 (Figure 15d). In a similar
manner, Ng et al.[231] used the Mo(CO)6+Se(SiMe3)2 process to deposit films on TiO2 nanotubes
at 167 C. The resulting films were characterized as amorphous MoSexOy (on surface x ≈ 0.7,
y ≈ 1.7), which implies insufficient reactivity of the ALD precursors and possibly instability of
the films in air. Ten ALD cycles resulting in an approximately 2 nm thick film yielded the best
PEC performance, namely increased IPCE by factors of 2 and 40 at wavelengths of 365 and
470 nm, respectively, compared to the bare TiO2 nanotubes. The improvement was attributed
to light absorption by the MoSexOy layer as well as surface passivation of the TiO2 nanotubes.

4.2.4. Photocatalysis
Motola et al.[220] studied MoS2 films for photocatalytic liquid phase degradation of methylene
blue in an aqueous solution, where reaction rates improved two and ten-fold upon illumination
at 365 and 410–425 nm compared to the bare TiO2 nanotubes (Figure 15e). For gas-phase
photocatalytic conversion of hexane to CO2, one cycle of MoS2 performed the best, with a fivefold increase in conversion under 351 nm illumination compared to the bare TiO 2 nanotubes
(Figure 15f). The amorphous MoSexOy films deposited by Ng et al.[231] were also used for
photocatalytic degradation of methylene blue under 470 nm illumination, resulting in an
increase of the rate constant by a factor of 75 compared to the bare TiO 2 nanotubes. The films
in these two works were also used for PEC water splitting (Section 4.2.3)
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Figure 15. SnS2/AZO inverse opal shell (IOS) photoanode: a) schematic diagram of energy
levels and charge carrier separation, transport, and reactions (at 1.65 V vs. RHE) under
illumination, b) cross-sectional SEM image of the photoanode, inset showing a single IOS
(SnS2 and AZO layers colored red and green, respectively), and c) ABPE as a function of
applied potential under illumination (0.5 M H2SO4, vs. saturated calomel electrode, SCE)
showing superiority of the SnS2/AZO structure compared to bare SnS2 and AZO.
Reproduced[247] MoS2/TiO2 nanotube (TNT = TiO2 nanotube) catalysts: d) PEC water splitting:
IPCE versus wavelength (0.1 M Na2SO4, 1.0 V vs. RHE), e) liquid photocatalytic degradation
of methylene blue (MB) and the extracted rate constants (k) under 410–425 nm illumination,
and f) gas-phase photocatalytic conversion of hexane to CO 2 under 351 nm illumination. a–c)
Reproduced with permission.[247] Copyright 2020, Elsevier. d–f) Adapted with permission.[220]
Published by The Royal Society of Chemistry under CC-BY-NC license.
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Table 9. PEC water splitting performance of devices using ALD grown TMDCs under solar
irradiation (AM 1.5G). Abbreviations: ABPE = applied bias photon-to-current efficiency, AZO
= ZnO:Al, FTO = SnO2:F, IPCE = incident photon-to-current efficiency, ITO = In2O3:SnO2,
NT = nanotube.
Deposition T [°C]
(post-treatment T
Precursors [°C], atmosphere) a)

Thickness,
crystallinity

Photoelectrode,
structure,
(solution) b,c)

Year
Performance metrics d)

[Ref.]

MoS2
MoCl5 + H2S

250–300

~25 nm rough
film, cryst.
(1T/2H mix)

cathode,
MoS2*/Si,
(0.5 M H2SO4)

Tafel slope 56 mV dec–1
η10 = +130 mV
Improved stability (at least 70 h)

2018[193]

250

~20 nm rough
film, cryst.

cathode,
MoS2*/TiO2*/GaP/Si,
(1 M HClO4)

Max. current 0.95 mA cm–2 ( –0.8 V)
Onset potential +0.47 V
IPCE 23.8% @ 400 nm (–0.8 V)
Improved stability (at least 3 h)

2019[194]

250

~7 nm rough
film, cryst.
(1T/2H mix)

anode,
MoS2*/CdS/ITO,
(10 vol-% lactic acid)

Max. current 1.8 mA cm–2 (0.8 V)
IPCE 55% @ 400 nm (cf. CdS ~20%)
Improved stability

2019[195]

~14 nm rough
film, cryst.

cathode,
MoS2*/Si,
(0.5 M H2SO4)

η10 = +120 mV
Max current 31 mA cm–2 (–0.3 V)
η reduced by 630 mV vs. Si
Improved stability

2017[210]

Onset potential +0.53 V,
η10 = –500 mV
IPCE 44% @ 450 nm (0 V)
Improved stability (up to 7 h)

2019[283]

Mo(CO)6 + 200 (600, H2S)
H2S plasma

MoO3→MoS2
Mo(CO)6 +
O2 plasma

165 (200,
H2/H2S)

~5 nm film

cathode,
MoS2*/TiO2*/CdS/
CuGaSe2/FTO,
(0.5 M H2SO4)
SnS2

Sn(NMe2)4 +
H2S

140

50 nm film,
amorp.

cathode (anode),
SnS2*/FTO,
(0.25 M H2SO4)

Max. current 35.1 (51.5) A cm–2 for HER
(OER) at −0.4 (+1.0) V
IPCE 2.2% @ 390 nm (0 V)
ABPE 0.014% (0.75 V)

2019[249]

150

40 nm film,
amorp

anode,
SnS2*/AZO/FTO,
(0.5 M Na2SO4)

Max. current 1.05 mA cm–2 (1.65 V)
IPCE 11.2% @ 380 nm (0 V)
ABPE 0.12% (0.2V)

2020[247]

a)

For brevity, inert components (N2, Ar) of reactive atmospheres are omitted; b) ALD-grown
layers are marked by an asterisk (*) and the TMDC layer is bolded; c) A Pt counter electrode
was used except for an IrOx/Ir electrode in Ref. [283]; d) All biases are reported (converted if
needed) vs. RHE. Unlike the electrocatalytic water splitting, the overpotentials are written with
a positive/negative sign with respect to the thermodynamic potential. See Ref. [352] for
definitions of different metrics.
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4.3. Energy Storage
Several studies have been devoted to the use of ALD MoS2 and WS2 films as an anode (negative
electrode) in lithium and sodium ion batteries (LIBs and NIBs, respectively), one study has
used MoS2 as a cathode in Li-O2 batteries, and a few studies have focused on supercapacitor
electrodes (Figure 16a). Although these applications have somewhat different requirements,
all of the films studied so far have been deposited at relatively low temperatures from 150 to
350 °C. Both crystalline and amorphous, in most cases tens of nanometers thick films have been
examined. The excellent scalability and ability to coat high surface-area substrates makes ALD
a promising method for producing coatings for many energy applications in not only for
research but potentially also on industrial scale. Nevertheless, ALD also has its challenges in
energy storage. For example, in many cases the substrates may be in powder form, the end
products may be low cost, and rather thick films may be required. More studies are required to
identify the best TMDC materials and processes for each application as well as the most
promising energy storage applications for ALD TMDCs in general, both in terms of film
performance and industrial viability.
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Figure 16. a) Overview of thickness and processing temperature of ALD TMDCs evaluated for
energy storage applications (data from Table 2 and 3). SC = supercapacitor. b) Schematic of a
typical lithium-ion battery (LIB). Sodium ion battery (NIB) using an ALD WS 2 anode: c)
schematic of a NIB in a coin-type half-cell configuration (SS = stainless steel), d) cyclic
voltammogram of the anode deposited by 200 ALD cycles showing different steps that occur
during charging (top curves from left to right) and discharging (bottom curves from right to
left), and e) cross-sectional HAADF-STEM image of a rough WS 2 anode deposited on stainless
steel. ALD MoS2/Ni foam supercapacitor: f) cross-sectional TEM image of the structure and g)
charge-discharge profiles of the supercapacitors using MoS2 films of different thicknesses at a
current density of 3 mA cm–2. b) Reproduced with permission.[353] Copyright 2013, American
Chemical Society. c) Reproduced with permission.[266] Copyright 2018, Elsevier. d,e)
Reproduced with permission.[267] Copyright 2019, Elsevier. f,g) Reproduced with
permission.[209] Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society.
4.3.1. Lithium and Sodium Ion Batteries
LIBs powering devices from smartphones to laptops and electric cars are an inseparable part of
our modern lives. Nevertheless, smaller, safer, and more energy-dense batteries, both improved
LIBs as well as new battery concepts including NIBs and Li-O2 batteries form an intensive area
of research. A typical commercial lithium ion battery consists of an anode (usually graphite)
and a cathode (typically a lithiated transition metal oxide, such as LiCoO2) immersed in an
electrolyte (such as LiPF6 in an organic carbonate solvent), which conducts Li+ ions but not
electrons, and a separator that keeps the electrodes physically apart (Figure 16b). [353,354] ALD
also holds great promise for thin-film batteries that use solid electrolyte layers. [355]
During the use (discharge) of a LIB, Li+ ions extracted from the negative electrode (anode) flow
through the electrolyte to be inserted into the positive electrode (cathode), while electrons flow
in the same direction through an external circuit and can be used to do work. Rechargeable
batteries can be charged using an external voltage source to reverse the flow of ions and
electrons.
In early testing of individual electrodes, such as the studies described in this section, a
simplified half-cell design is typically used, where lithium (sodium in NIBs) metal acts as a
counter electrode (anode) to the examined electrode (Figure 16c). In such half-cells, TMDCs
act as the cathode (positive electrode). Thus, in the following discussion and figures, insertion
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of lithium into a TMDC is defined as the discharge reaction and extraction of lithium from the
lithiated TMDC is termed the charge reaction. In full LIBs using TMDCs as the anode, the
charge/discharge reactions are reversed.[356]
TMDCs such as MoS2 can store Li+ as well as the larger Na+ ions via both intercalation
(Equation 1) and conversion (Equation 2) reactions.[192,357] Similar reactions for Na+ in WS2 are
illustrated in Figure 16d. The intercalation into the vdW gap of TMDCs is highly reversible but
has only limited capacity, whereas the conversion reactions occurring at lower potentials versus
Li/Li+ (deep discharge in half-cells) provide increased capacity at the cost of possible material
degradation and irreversibility due to large volume changes. Compared to bulk TMDCs, 2D
MoS2 sheets, such as those grown by ALD, can better accommodate the volume changes
without structural damage. In practice, various ill-defined reactions, including those between
the electrode and electrolyte, also commonly occur.
MoS2 + xLi+ + xe−  LixMoS2 (0  x  1), E0 = 1.1–3.0 V vs. Li/Li+

(1)

LixMoS2 + (4−x)Li+ + (4−x)e− Mo + 2Li2S, E0 = 0.6–1.1 V vs. Li/Li+

(2)

The theoretical gravimetric (specific) capacities of MoS2 using only intercalation and both
intercalation and conversion reactions are, respectively, 167 and 669 mAh g –1 for LIBs and 146
and 571 mAh g–1 for NIBs.[357] TMDCs composed of heavier elements will obviously have
lower theoretical gravimetric densities, for example 433 mAh g–1 for WS2 LIBs. Despite their
lower capacity, NIBs are actively studied due to their possible cost advantages compared to
LIBs. However, the lack of suitable anode materials has been one of the main challenges for
NIBs.[358]
Due to the intermediate insertion (intercalation) voltage of approximately 2 V versus Li/Li + of
many TMDCs (to be compared with approximately 0.2 V for graphite and 4.5 V for LiCoO 2),
they may be applied as both the cathode and anode, though in both cases resulting in only a
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modest cell voltage. Although initial LIB studies in the 1970s and 80s explored TMDCs as the
cathode,[354] most of the more recent studies including the ALD studies discussed here study
TMDCs as the anode for LIBs and NIBs. The possibly low cell voltage is a disadvantage as the
amount of stored energy is a product of voltage and capacity, however it may be compensated
by the high capacities of TMDCs. For comparison, the theoretical capacity of the graphite
anodes used in commercial LIBs is 372 mAh g–1.[359]
In addition to the high gravimetric/volumetric/areal capacity that is stable for hundreds to
thousands of charge-discharge cycles and a low voltage versus Li/Li+, an ideal LIB anode
should be charged and discharged rapidly, possess high electrical and ionic conductivities, be
stable and insoluble with the electrolytes used, safe, cheap, and environmentally friendly.
Although we will use the gravimetric capacity as the main benchmark in the following
discussion for the widespread availability of these values, attention should also be paid to other
factors besides capacity, especially considering that the limited capacity of the available
cathode materials (100–200 mAh g–1) will restrict the achievable total cell capacity.[360]
Experimentally, very high gravimetric capacities far exceeding the theoretical ones have been
obtained using TMDCs grown by ALD (Table 10) as well as by other methods (see Refs. [357,361]
and references therein). Nanoscale materials are often reported to exhibit higher than expected
capacities, which may be due to presence of various defects as well as contributions from double
layer capacitance and pseudocapacitance (see Section 4.3.3).[357] Indeed, it has been observed
that nanostructured carbon-based substrates, for example, can possess much higher capacities
compared to graphite.[360] In addition, the morphology or even composition of the TMDC
electrode may change irreversibly during charge-discharge cycling, which can affect the
observed capacity and its cycling stability.[359] Yet another factors affecting the measured
capacity are the voltage range used and the charge-discharge rates. Increasing the voltage range
generally increases the capacity as well as the amount of energy stored, but may decrease the
cycleability, whereas increasing the charge-discharge rate (often denoted using C rate, where 1
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C corresponds to complete discharge/charge of a battery in 1 hour, 2 C in ½ hour and so forth)
decreases the available capacity and may also have a detrimental effect on the cycling stability.
One needs to keep in mind that the estimation of electrode mass, which is required to convert
the measured areal capacity to gravimetric capacity, usually involves estimation of film
thickness and density, both of which are prone to inaccuracies for ultrathin, potentially rough
electrodes such as those deposited by ALD. For thin film batteries, the areal capacity is the
limiting factor rather than the gravimetric capacity, but defining the areal capacity is also not
without its challenges. Usually the areal capacity is determined per geometric substrate area, in
which case it depends on the thickness and specific surface area of the deposited electrode. In
case rough films are deposited, this increases the actual surface area above that of the substrate.
Although most of the studies described below have dealt with planar electrodes, ALD has
excellent potential to prepare 3D electrodes to increase the geometric areal capacity. [355,362,363]
Therefore, direct comparison between the early investigations of ALD TMDCs discussed below
and especially comparisons to conventional particle-based electrodes should be undertaken
with caution. Finally, the capacity of a real-world battery also depends on the other battery
components, including the other electrode, electrolyte, separator, and packaging.
Nevertheless, a rough comparison shows that the reported gravimetric capacities of ALD-grown
TMDCs (Table 10) compare favorably to TMDCs produced by other methods, which gives
promise for further studies toward practical batteries. For example, in LIBs, capacities of (nonALD) MoS2 anodes on carbon-based substrates are often found to range from 700 to 1300 mAh
g–1 after 50–100 charge-discharge cycles, only the very best examples exceeding 1500 mAh g –
1 [357]

.

In NIBs, high-performance MoS2-based anodes have been reported to provide capacities

from 200 to 400 mAh g–1 after 50–500 charge-discharge cycles.[357]
Sreedhara et al.[192] grew crystalline and rough, approximately 40 nm thick ALD MoS 2 anodes
using MoCl5 and H2S at 300 °C. Very high gravimetric capacities were observed during the
first charge-discharge cycle and even the capacities reported after 100 cycles were high: 1710
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and 667 mAh g–1 for LIBs and NIBs. The high Li+ ion capacity was attributed to the double
layer capacitance due to adsorption of Li+ ions on the MoS2 crystal edges and basal surfaces,
which both were exposed because of the rough morphology of the films. Importantly, the
capacity was rather stable after the first tens of charge-discharge cycles. When the voltage range
was limited to 1.2–3.0 V (vs. Li/Li+ or Na/Na+) as opposed to 0.2–3.0 V, mainly intercalation
reactions were thought to occur, which resulted in a much lower – although again higher than
theoretical – capacity of 590 mAh g–1 for Li+.
Nandi and coworkers deposited amorphous MoS2 (Ref.

[205]

) and WS2 (Ref.

[263]

) anodes on

stainless steel using analogous M(CO)6+H2S processes. Both materials exhibited high areal
(estimated gravimetric) lithium-ion capacities: approximately 115 Ah cm–2 (850 mAh g–1) and
14 Ah cm–2 (500 mAh g–1) for 350 nm MoS2 and 80 nm WS2 films after 50 charge-discharge
cycles. The stability of the WS2 anode could be improved by using it only for the intercalation
reactions in the voltage range of 1.0 to 2.5 V (vs. Li/Li+), which resulted in a smaller capacity
(4.5 vs. 14 Ah cm–2).[263] Considering the amorphous nature of the materials, however, the
claim on intercalation would need further proof. Nevertheless, in the smaller voltage range,
much higher charge-disharge rates up to 17 C could be used while retaining relatively good
cycleability.
Yeo et al.[266] prepared a crystalline WS2 anode using the W(CO)6+H2S plasma process at
350 °C that had a relatively good stability with an areal capacity of 44.5 Ah cm–2 (after 50
charge-discharge cycles) as a NIB anode. Using the reported 21 nm film thickness, this
translates to an extremely high gravimetric capacity of 2800 mAh g–1. However, as noted above,
such calculations for ultrathin batteries are prone to inaccuracies and may also be affected by
the rough film morphology (Figure 16e). In a follow-up study by the authors, the highest NIB
areal capacity of 59 Ah cm–2 after 50 charge-discharge cycles was achieved using an
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approximately 40 nm thick WS2 film, whereas the areal capacities of thinner and thicker films
were lower presumably due to increased resistance of the thicker films. [267]
A LIB anode consisting of a discontinuous MoS2 film on TiO2 nanotubes was prepared by
Sopha et al.[219] Using long precursor exposure times for Mo(NtBu)2(NMe2)2 and H2S,
approximately 1 nm thick and 10–15 nm wide MoS 2 islands were deposited using only 2 ALD
cycles. Compared to a bare TiO2 nanotube electrode, a viable LIB anode by itself, the capacity
increased from 400 to 670 Ah cm–2, which demonstrates the advantage of using a high surface
area substrate. The films were crystalline, but contained different MoxSy phases in addition to
MoS2. Using the same process and deposition conditions, Tesfaye et al.[221] deposited MoS2
islands on TiO2 nanotubes using 15 cycles. However, the authors found that the cycling stability
of the electrode was rather poor. Therefore, the MoS 2 islands were sandwiched between
ultrathin Al2O3 layers deposited using 9 ALD cycles, which greatly improved cycleability. The
sandwich electrode showed a capacity increase of 280 Ah cm–2 after 200 charge-discharge
cycles compared to the bare nanotube electrode, whereas with the MoS2 layer only the capacity
merely increased by 65 Ah cm–2 over the TiO2 electrode.
Sayed et al.[255] have studied diffusion and intercalation mechanisms of Li+ and Na+ ions into
rough ALD TiS2 films. The first cycle discharge capacities of both Li+ and Na+ ions,
approximately 750 and 450 mAh g–1, respectively, were lower compared to most of the and
WS2 anodes discussed here but still higher than that of graphite, for example. Cycling stability
of the TiS2 anodes needs to be investigated, however.
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Table 10. LIB and NIB anode performance of ALD grown TMDCs.
Precursors

Deposition T [°C]
(post-treatment T
[°C], atmosphere)

Thickness,
crystallinity

Voltage
range [V]

C-rate
a)

b)

Gravimetric capacity
[mAh g–1]

Areal
capacity
[Ah cm–2]

Year
[Ref.]

MoS2
MoCl5 + H2S

300

~40 nm rough
film, cryst.

0.8

0.2–3.0

0.3

0.2–3.0

0.3

1.2–3.0

NIB: 1st cycle: 1065
100th cycle: 667
LIB: 1st cycle: 2726
100th cycle: 1710
LIB: 100th cycle: 590

–
–
–
–
–

2018[192]

Mo(CO)6 + H2S

170

350 nm film,
amorp.

0.2

0.0–3.0

LIB: 1st cycle 1110
50th cycle: 851

150
115

2014[205]

Mo(NtBu)2(NMe2)2
+ H2S

275

~1 nm discont.
film, cryst.

1

0.0–3.0

LIB: 1st cycle
100th cycle

270 d,e)
220 d,e)

2019[219]

275

? nm islands,
cryst.?

3

0.01–3.0

LIB: 1st cycle
200th cycle

570 d,e)
~65 d,e)

2020[221]

LIB: 200th cycle

280 d,f)

LIB: 1st cycle: ~750
NIB: 1st cycle ~450

–
–

2019[255]

LIB: 1st cycle: ~570 c)
50th cycle: ~460 c)
LIB: 1st cycle: ~160 c)
50th cycle: ~150 c)
LIB: 1st cycle: ~160 c)
50th cycle: ~115 c)

16
14
5
4.5
5.0
3.5

2016[263]

TiS2
TiCl4 + H2S

300

tens of nm thick
rough films,
cryst.

0.1
0.2

0.5–3.0
0.5–3.0
WS2

W(CO)6 + H2S

W(CO)6 + H2S
plasma

?

~80 nm film,
amorp.

1.4

0.1–3.0

4

1–2.5

17

1–2.5

350

21 nm film,
cryst.

?

0.0–3.0

NIB: 1st cycle: ~3900 c)
50th cycle: 2800 c)

61.5
44.5

2018[266]

350

~40 nm rough
film, cryst.

0.8

0.0–3.0

NIB: 1st cycle: 2300 c)
50th cycle: 1600 c)

88
59

2019[267]

The measurements were performed in half-cells with the TMDC film directly grown on a
stainless steel substrate (excluding TiO2 nanotube substrate in Refs.[219,221]) without any binder
or additives, a Li or Na metal counter electrode and a conventional electrolyte (LiPF6/NaPF6
mixed with organic carbonate solvents).
a)
The discharge rates (C-rates) were calculated from the reported capacities and currents (1 C
corresponds to a complete discharge of a battery in 1 hour, 2 C in ½ hour and so forth; b) The
voltages are given vs. Li/Li+ (LIBs) or Na/Na+ (NIBs); c) The italic gravimetric capacities were
calculated from the reported mass loading, areal capacity (per geometric area), and film
thickness; d) The areal capacity was obtained by subtracting the capacity of the bare nanotubular
TiO2 substrate from the total capacity; e) MoS2/TiO2 nanotube structure; f)
Al2O3/MoS2/Al2O3/TiO2 nanotube structure.
4.3.2. Lithium-Oxygen Batteries
Using the Mo(CO)6+MeSSMe process, Song et al.[216] deposited an amorphous, approximately
5 nm thick MoS2 layer on a graphitic carbon substrate coated with carbon nanotubes. In contrast
to the aforementioned studies, the structure was utilized as a cathode in a lithium-oxygen battery.
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Li-O2 batteries use a Li metal anode with a cathode that acts as an electrochemical contact and
catalyst between O2 gas and Li+ ions dissolved in electrolyte. Such a design can theoretically
achieve much higher capacities than LIBs, although Li-O2 batteries currently suffer from
several practical challenges including poor cycleability.[364] The authors obtained an extremely
high gravimetric capacity of 4844 mAh g–1 at 500 mA g–1 with a lifetime of 190 cycles when
limited to 500 mAh g–1 that compares favorably to other Li-O2 batteries, but still offers room
for improvement. The amorphous structure was deemed to be the key for the good oxygen
evolution reaction and oxygen reduction reaction performance that are required during charge
and discharge of Li-O2 batteries, respectively.

4.3.3. Supercapacitors
Supercapacitors that offer high power densities, fast charge-discharge cycling, and excellent
cycling stability are often thought to bridge the gap between batteries and capacitors. In
conventional supercapacitors, the primary charge storage mechanism is the electric double layer
capacitance (EDLC), which refers to a layer of charged ions adsorbed on an electrode surface
with the opposite charge. On redox active electrodes, an additional pseudocapacitance due to
fast faradaic charge transfer occurring on the electrode surface may also be observed, which
results in very high capacities at the cost of reduced charge-discharge rates. In the case of
TMDCs, the pseudocapacitance contribution can also include intercalation reactions similar to
those used in battery electrodes.[365,366]
Nandi et al.[209] used a polycrystalline film MoS2 deposited by the Mo(CO)6+H2S plasma
process at 200 °C as a supercapacitor electrode (Figure 16f,g). A very high areal capacitance
of 3400 mF cm–2 that exceeded previous reports and a reasonable cycling stability (82%
capacity retention after 4500 cycles) were achieved for the optimal, ~40 nm thick MoS 2 coating
on a porous Ni foam substrate. 97% of the capacity was measured to result from faradaic
reactions (pseudocapacitance) with only 3% from EDLC.
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Ansari et al.[250] used Sn(NMe2)4 and H2S at 160 C to deposit SnSx films that predominantly
contained the SnS2 phase with a minor SnS contribution. A 50 nm SnS x film on porous Ni foam
performed the best, resulting in an areal capacitance of 800 mF cm–2 and retention of more than
90% of the initial capacity after 5000 charge-discharge cycles. The authors estimated the EDLC
and pseudocapacitive contributions to be approximately equal.
Zang et al.[290] deposited ALD TiN films on carbon nanotubes and partially converted the TiN
to TiS2 in a sulfur atmosphere at 300 °C. The high-surface area substrates coupled with the
pseudocapacitive nature of TiS2 enabled a very high gravimetric capacitance, and a record high
energy density of 195 F g–1 and 60.9 Wh kg–1, respectively, with over 95% capacity retention
after 10 000 charge-discharge cycles. The areal capacitance increased 100-fold over the bare
carbon nanotubes, although absolute values were not reported.

4.4. Other Applications
Besides electronics, catalysis, and energy storage applications, ALD TMDCs have been studied
as lubricating[28,182,185–187,259,367] and plasmonic/photonic coatings[215,248,295] as well as an as
absorber[254] and counter-electrode[217] in solar cells. Depending on the application, very
different thicknesses from a few ML to hundreds of nanometers have been used (Figure 17a).
The deposition and annealing temperatures also range widely from below 100 to 850 °C
depending on the process and target application.
4.4.1. Lubricating Coatings
Solid lubricating TMDC coatings, particularly MoS2, have been studied and used for decades.[2]
ALD enables conformal coating of micro- and nanostructured surfaces, as is required for use in
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS). The published studies have demonstrated low
friction coefficients of ALD MoS2 and WS2 films, although measurements of ALD TMDCs in
actual MEMS devices are still lacking. From the published ALD studies it is not clear how thick
films are needed in actual applications, although it is obvious that solid lubricating films wear
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during use and as such rather thick films may be required, at least if high loads are applied. So
far, either ultrathin (1–10 ML) or over 100 nm thick ALD TMDC films have been used. In
terms of film structure, presumably crystalline TMDC films should be preferred as lubricants
as they allow individual monolayers to slide on each other. However, the effect of crystallinity
and morphology of ALD TMDCs on their lubricant properties is still a somewhat open question.

Figure 17. a) Overview of thickness and processing temperature of ALD TMDCs evaluated for
other applications (data from Table 2,3). Lubricating ALD WS 2 films: b) Friction coefficients
of WS2 films on different substrates during cyclic friction testing (bare substrates are shown for
reference). c) SEM image of a focused ion beam (FIB) cut of a MEMS structure coated with
WS2 and d) TEM image of the WS2 coating inside the high-aspect ratio MEMS device. ALD
TiS2 solar cell absorber: e) photocurrent density versus voltage plot (under 1000 mW/cm 2 light
intensity), f) cross-sectional TEM image showing the TiS 2 coating (colored yellow) on a TiO2
host, and g) cross-sectional SEM image showing the device structure (FTO and TiS 2/TiO2
layers artificially colored). h) Schematic of a dye-sensitized solar cell using an ALD MoS 2
counter electrode (front-illumination shown, in back illumination light would come from right
in the figure). i) WS2 inverse opal photonic crystal: process schematic on the left, reflectance
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spectrum and SEM micrographs on the right. b–d) Reproduced with permission.[259] Copyright
2006, Elsevier. e–g) Reproduced with permission. [254] Copyright 2015, American Vacuum
Society. h) Reproduced with permission.[217] Copyright 2019 The Korean Society of Industrial
and Engineering Chemistry. Published by Elsevier B.V. i) Reproduced under the terms of the
CC-BY license.[223] Copyright 2018 Authors.
Early studies by Scharf et al.[28] confirmed that a 250 nm thick ALD WS2 film deposited using
WF6 and H2S at 300 °C exhibited a low friction coefficient of 0.09–0.15, which decreased to
0.04 after N2 annealing at 500 C. In a follow-up study,[259] low friction coefficients of 0.024
and 0.008 were measured for a 120 nm film on stainless steel and a 30 nm film on SiO2,
respectively, which are comparable to TMDCs prepared by other methods and much lower than
those of the bare substrates (Figure 17b). Conformal coating of MEMS structures was also
demonstrated using WS2 layers as thin as 8 nm (Figure 17c,d). Unfortunately, the WF6+H2S
process needs a catalytic ZnS layer or intermittent application of ZnEt2 pulses, which results in
incorporation of ZnS inclusions with a higher friction coefficient (0.2) in the films.
Sun et al.[367] grew 175 nm thick WS2 films on ZnS and Si substrates using W(CO)6 and H2S at
400 °C. The friction coefficient of the films was measured to be approximately 0.05–0.10.
While the friction coefficient was slightly higher for WS2 on ZnS, the coatings on ZnS were
also more durable with wear lives of 3600–8000 wear cycles, whereas the coatings on Si failed
after 1000 to 1900 cycles.
Huang et al.[183] and Yang and Liu[185] examined the lubricating properties of MoS2 films grown
from MoCl5 and H2S at 450–460 C. Using an atomic force microscope (AFM), the friction
force was measured to decrease by 30 to 55% on 3–10 ML thick MoS2 films compared to a
bare silicon substrate. Interestingly, the friction force actually increased when a single ML of
MoS2 was deposited compared to the bare substrates. The substrate also affected the friction
force: the lowest friction was measured for MoS2 films on Al2O3, followed by SiO2 and Si,
which was explained by differences in the formed film/substrate interfaces. In a follow-up
study, Yang et al.[186] showed that an O2 plasma pre-treatment of an Al2O3 substrate can be used
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to decrease the friction force between the AFM tip and monolayer MoS 2 by approximately one
third. The decrease was correlated to changes in film morphology resulting from an increased
hydroxyl group coverage caused by the plasma treatment.
Using the MoCl5+H2S process, Xing et al.[187] deposited a rough, approximately 70 nm thick
MoS2 film on a cemented carbide substrate (WC/TiC/Co) with laser-induced ripples. The
authors measured friction coefficients of 0.07–0.08, which were half of that of the bare substrate.
Despite the rough morphology, the film appeared to be (quasi)-amorphous. Additionally, the
hydrophobicity of the coatings was explored. The highest achieved water contact angle was
135°, which was explained by combined effects of the rippled substrate and the rough,
hydrophobic MoS2 coating.

4.4.2. Plasmonics and Photonics
A few studies have exploited the unbeatable conformality of ALD to make plasmonic and
photonic structures. Hägglund et al.[248] constructed plasmonic arrays by depositing 6–30 nm
thick amorphous ALD SnS2 layers on top of Au dots on a SiO2/Al substrate using Sn(NMe2)4
and H2S at 90 °C. A maximum absorbance of 94.2% at 619 nm was observed using an
optimized structure (16.4 nm thick SnS2 layer on top of 7 nm high Au dots separated by 38 nm
gaps). The absorption coefficient exceeded 107 cm−1, which is one to two orders of magnitude
larger compared to most solid metals, the best thin film solar cell absorbers, graphene, and the
most strongly absorbing molecular dyes.
Chen et al.[295] created three different kinds of photonic crystals that benefit from the high
refractive index of WS2 (n > 4 for most of the visible and IR range) using sulfurization of ALD
WO3 films into WS2 at 650 or 850 °C in a H2S ambient. First, two-dimensional patterned
photonic crystals consisting of a WS2 film with 335 nm diameter holes on a flat quartz substrate
were created. By changing the WS2 film thickness (10–25 nm) and pitch (590–630 nm), the
wavelengths of transmission resonances could be varied by about 200 nm. Alternatively, the
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holes could be etched into the quartz substrate followed by preparation of a conformal WS 2 film
on top, with a similar performance. The third demonstrated photonic structure was a threedimensional inverse-opal photonic crystal. A 10 nm WS 2 / 10 nm SiO2 stack grown onto a
layer of self-assembled 350 nm poly(styrene) beads resulted in a strong stop band reflection
peak at a wavelength of approximately 600 nm (Figure 17i).
Li et al.[215] prepared a similar three-dimensional TiO2/MoS2 core-shell inverse opal structure
by ALD. Following TiO2 ALD onto a self-assembled poly(styrene) opal template and its
calcination, the MoS2 layer was grown from Mo(CO)6 and MeSSMe and crystallized by Ar
annealing at 650–700 C. Distinct stop band reflection peaks with reflectance of up to 90%
were achieved. The specific wavelength was tunable by the inverse opal size and the MoS 2
thickness. The authors suggested such photonic crystals to be useful as absorbers in solar cells.

4.4.3. Solar Cells
Mahuli and Sarkar[254] used ALD grown TiS2 as an absorber layer in a solid state sensitized
solar cell. An approximately 10 nm thick nanocrystalline TiS 2 layer conformally deposited on
a porous TiO2 substrate resulted in a modest power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 0.57%
(Figure 17e–g). Further studies on optimizing the device structure to improve the performance
as well as using a similar approach for semiconducting TMDCs with a larger band gap as
absorbers would be interesting. It is known that a single monolayer of TMDC can absorb as
much as 10% of the solar spectrum,[368] which may enable solar cells with a competitive PCE
especially if deposited on a nanostructured substrate.
Jeong et al.[217] used amorphous ALD MoS2 films as counter electrodes in dye-sensitized solar
cells (Figure 17h). Under front-illumination conditions, the thickest examined, 16 nm MoS 2
film resulted in the best PCE of 6.88% due to its highest conductivity. The PCE is relatively
close to that achieved with the commonly used Pt electrode (7.46%). On the other hand, under
back-illumination (light passing through the MoS2 electrode), for which Pt is not applicable,
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the thinnest 3 nm MoS2 layer performed the best with a PCE 4.28% due to its highest
transparency.
5. Conclusions and Future Outlook
Layered TMDCs are a versatile group of materials with unique physical and chemical properties.
Besides the most commonly studied semiconducting sulfides and selenides of molybdenum and
tungsten, there are many other semiconducting as well as (semi)metallic TMDCs. The research
on TMDCs is thriving and new advances in their physical and chemical properties and
applications alike are uncovered at an ever increasing pace. However, synthesis of TMDCs at
reasonable cost for real-world applications is still a challenge and requires deposition methods
that are scalable, repeatable, and integrable into production lines. The TMDC crystallinity and
thickness need to be tuned for different applications and for some applications there may be
stringent restrictions on the temperatures used.
ALD is an advanced industrially used thin film deposition method that offers excellent control
over film deposition and produces uniform and conformal films at comparably mild conditions.
These perks of ALD are difficult to match by other techniques used to deposit TMDCs, and the
number of publications using ALD to deposit TMDCs has increased rapidly. Most of the ALD
studies have focused on MoS2 with several reports published also on SnS2 and WS2, and to a
lower degree MoSe2, TiS2, WS2, and WSe2. The recent new processes for HfS2, ZrS2, and ReS2
are noteworthy, as these TMDCs have been scarcely studied by the TMDC community.
Unfortunately, though, ALD characteristics of many of the reported processes have not yet been
examined and some of the processes are hardly ideal in terms of their growth characteristics or
the high deposition and post-deposition annealing temperatures required. Thus, new ALD
processes for all of the materials studied should still be sought for.
Comparison of the list of ALD TMDCs deposited (9 binary materials) to the list of layered
TMDCs (~30–40 materials) shows that there is plenty of room to expand the material selection.
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In particular, most of the ALD TMDCs deposited to date are semiconductors (excluding TiS 2
and metastable 1T MoS2), while many of the potential applications, such as electrocatalysis,
LIBs, NIBs, and supercapacitors, do not require semiconductors and benefit from high electrical
conductivity. Therefore, ALD processes for metallic TMDCs, such as those of group 5 metals,
should be looked for. Furthermore, although sulfide TMDCs are easier to work on regarding
their deposition as well as stability in the atmosphere, it is hoped that more attention will be put
on deposition of selenide and telluride TMDCs. Considering the facile deposition of ternary,
quaternary, and even more complex materials by ALD, it seems reasonable to expect studies
demonstrating tuning of the material properties by alloying. Heterostructures also offer
fascinating possibilities, and further studies on their preparation and characterization would be
of interest.
ALD TMDCs are increasingly evaluated for various applications, each of which pose their own
requirements for film crystallinity, thickness, and deposition conditions. The published studies
along with the enormous body of TMDC literature have revealed general trends between
physicochemical properties of TMDCs and their performance in different applications, which
couples closely to the understanding and tuning of these properties through the ALD growth
processes. This interplay of ALD process and precursor development, film characterization,
and evaluation of performance in different applications, is crucial for bringing ALD TMDCs
toward practical applications. Thus, also in-depth studies on issues such as nucleation, grain
size tuning, and evolution of morphology using a range of ALD processes and deposition
conditions are needed.
Nearly half of the published application oriented ALD TMDC papers have focused on
electronic and optoelectronic applications, in particular FETs. FETs pose some of the highest
film quality requirements out of the commonly studied TMDC applications, and smooth and
highly crystalline films from one to about ten ML thick seem to perform the best. Although
achieving this usually requires the use of high deposition or post-deposition annealing
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temperatures, it is promising that there are also a few examples of good FET performance of
ALD MoS2, WS2, and WSe2 films processed under mild conditions (<500 °C). Besides these,
well crystallized SnS2 FETs have been produced at temperatures as low as 250 °C, and the most
recent studies have reported performance enhancements up to a level that could be suitable for
flexible electronics, for example. Furthermore, there seems to be room for optimization of ALD
processes as well as device structures for improved FET performance. Examples of the latter
include deposition of metallic TMDCs as contacts to semiconducting FET channels as well as
gate dielectric deposition by ALD, which is an application where ALD is known to excel in.
Successful demonstrations of other devices that could be integrated onto CMOS platforms and
beyond, including photodetectors, gas sensors, and biosensors also underline the applicability
of ALD TMDCs in electronics.
Electrocatalysis, photocatalysis, and photoelectrocatalysis make up approximately one fifth of
ALD TMDC application studies. In these applications, crystalline films with a rough
morphology and defective nature or even amorphous films have performed the best. Deposition
on high surface area substrates, which is very natural for ALD, is an effective approach to
improve the catalyst performance. A large portion of the catalyst studies have focused on
electrocatalytic water splitting, especially HER. The HER performance of the best ALD TMDC
catalysts is comparable to some of the best results reported in literature, which should motivate
more detailed studies on the density and type of active sites present on the ALD TMDC films.
The few studies on OER have demonstrated good performance, which warrants testing more
films for this reaction, too. Considering the cost of practical catalysts, studies should also
explore minimizing the amount of ALD TMDC catalyst deposited as well as other strategies
for cost reduction. ALD TMDCs have also shown promise in initial studies for
photoelectrocalytic water splitting in combination with various semiconductors, as well as
solution and gas-phase photocatalysis.
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In energy storage, ALD TMDCs have been tested as anodes for LIBs and NIBs and as
supercapacitor electrodes. In the battery applications, rather thick films from tens of nm upward
deposited at relatively low temperatures have been used. High gravimetric capacities and
reasonably good charge-discharge cycling stabilities of anodes prepared on planar substrates
have been published. Deposition on 3D structures and using the ALD TMDC anodes with solid
electrolytes may be useful routes for making practical thin film batteries, at least for some niche
applications. In supercapacitors, the pseudocapacitive component of TMDCs along with the
conformality of ALD on 3D substrates have been shown to enable high capacitance densities.
Other applications that ALD TMDCs have been studied for include lubricating coatings for
demanding MEMS structures, photonic crystals and plasmonic arrays on complicated 3D
templates, and absorber layers in solar cells with a porous architecture. All of these greatly
benefit from the excellent conformality of ALD. It seems likely that ALD TMDCs could also
be successfully used for many other applications where conformal TMDC coatings are required.
The aim of this review is not only compiling the studies and processes of ALD grown TMDCs,
but also placing ALD with its pros and cons in context with other TMDC deposition methods
and identifying some of the challenges and opportunities in TMDC ALD. Above all, we have
focused on an early assessment of the potential of ALD toward different applications. We
believe that rational selection of factors such as ALD processes, depositions conditions, film
thicknesses, and substrates will help in further improving the performance of ALD TMDCs in
various applications.
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